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ABSTRACT
A b stra c t: In this thesis we review existing algorithms for measuring 
shape similarity between polygons. We present a new approach to measure 
similarity based on the notion of annular profile. We also present the 
implementation of three shape measuring algorithms: signature function, 
turning function, and annular profile. The implementation is done by 
using the Visual C + +  programming language. Finally, we discuss the 
comparative performances of the above three m ethods for capturing shape 
similarity. Measurement of shape similarity has applications in pattern 
recognition and artificial intelligence.
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CHAPTER ONE 
MEASUREMENT OF POLYGON SIMILARITY
1.1 Introduction
A central problem in pattern recognition and machine intelligence is the measure­
ment of similarity between two given shapes[l-8]. Usually, the recognition is clone by 
extracting a set of features that represent an unknown object and comparing this set 
with sets of features extracted from objects of known identification (prototypes). The 
prototype that is closest to the unknown object, when measured in a. suitable metric, 
is assigned as the label for the unknown object.
Recognition methods that take input in the form of polygons have been consid- 
ered[l,6,7]. A method based on signature analysis for measuring polygon similarity 
has been reported[l,6,7]. The signature of a polygon has an interesting property; 
it is near-invariant under slanting transformations. (The signature of an orthogonal 
polygon is perfectly invariant under slanting transformations.). The near-invariant 
property of the signature of a polygon can be used to check similarity in hand writ­
ten characters. Measuring polygon similarity based on the turning function has been 
exam ined[l]. This method has the merit of being invariant under rotation, transla­
tion, and change of scale. If the input data describing the polygon contains noise 
then it is necessary to have uniform noise distribution in order to apply the turning 
function m ethod. Recognition methods based on visibility graphs has been consid­
ered by Elgingy and Toussaint[2]. Recognition of exact similarity between polygons 
is a well studied problem and can be viewed as an instance of the string matching 
problem[4]. (Note that two polygons are exactly similar if one can be obtained from
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the other by applying scale and rotation transformations.) Linear time algorithms 
for recognizing exact similarity between two simple polygons have been designed. In 
order to measure the similarity of two polygons, we should define and com pute a 
distance function d() associated with two polygons. To ’ e acceptable in practice, this 
measure should satisfy a number of properties, including: 1) it should be a metric, 
2) it should be invariant under translation, rotation, and change of scale, and 3) it 
should be reasonably easy to compute. We next give a brief overview of methods 
based on the signature function and the turning function.
1.2 T he Signature Function
The signature function for comparing two dimensional shapes was developed by 
Joseph O ’Rourke and Richard Washington[7]. The signature function definition com ­
bines local edge variations of a polygon with global layout of its boundary. W ithout 
loss of generality we can assume the length of the perimeter of the polygon to be 1.
The signature of a smooth plane curve C  is a function in [0,1] x [0,1] that is defined 
in terms of both local shape variations in the curve and its global distribution on the 
plane. Assign curve C  a counterclockwise traversal direction so that each arc length 
s €  [0,1] identifies a point p =  C( s )  on the curve. The signature associated with 
each arc length s is the total length of C  on or to the left of the directed tangent to 
C  at p =  C(s) .  Figure 1.1 illustrates this definition for polygon, which shows that 
the signature associated with an edge e is the total length of the boundary of the 
polygon lying on or to the left of the line / through e.- The signature of a polygonal 
path is constant along each straight edge. The signature is undefined at a vertex of 
the polygon. Thus a path of n edges has a signature that is a step function of n steps, 




(a): Simple Polygon P (b): Signature Function
Figure 1.1 S ignature Definition And Signature Function
The signatures of all smooth convex curves are identical: the constant function 
1. Thus the signature ignores difference in convexity: a circle, an ellipse, and every 
convex polygon, all have the same signature(Figure 1.2).
Polygon A 
C(s) k
Polygon B Polygon C
s
1
Figure 1.2 S ignatures Of All Convex Polygons Are Sam e
We can apply the signature function to compare polygon similarity. We use this 
representation to compute a distance function for comparing two polygons by looking 
at natural notions of distances between two signature functions. The signature func­
tion is invariant under translation, rotation, and scale change, but it cannot serve as 
a shape similarity panacea: it ignores some shape variations that are significant in 
some applications (e.g. different varieties of convexity). It does not degrade gracefully 
under noise, and it only applies to connected, continuous curves. Signature analysis 
is suitable for recognizing slanted versions of handwritten script, and it responds fa­
vorably to other types of distortion as well. These properties make it an attractive 
tool for document image analysis.
The signature function for a particular polygon with ?? vertices can be computed in 
0 { n 2) time by traversing the entire path of n edges. Development of faster algorithms 
for computing the signature of a polygon is still open.
1.3 Turning Function
The notion of the turning function for a simple polygon P  was introduced by E. 
M. Arkin el.nl. [1]. A reference point 0  is first fixed on the boundary of the polygon. 
The turning function Qp{s) is a function measuring the angle of the counterclockwise 
tangent as a function of s, where s is the distance around the boundary of the polygon 
measured from the reference point O. Consider a point q on the boundary of the 
polygon at the distance .s away from O.  Then 0,,(a) is the angle (in counterclockwise 
order) between the x-axis and the tangent at point q. Figure 1.3 illustrates the 
definition of 0 p(s). It may be noted that 0 p(s) remains constant for points on the 
same edge of the polygon. This implies that the curve represented by 0 p(.s) is a 
simple chain consisting of horizontal and vertical line segments. Qp(s) keeps track 
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Figure 1.3 Illustrating the  Turning Function of a Polygon
From the definition of the turning function, it is clear that the rotation of the 
polygon by a  corresponds to the shift of 0 p(s) by a  along the positive ordinate.
W ithout loss of generality, we can assume that each polygon is rescaled so that the 
total perimeter length is 1. For a convex polygon P,  Qp(s)  is a m onotone function, 
starting at some value 6S and increasing to 03 +  2ir.modulu2n. Figure 1.4 illustrates
turning functions of two convex polygons. For non-convex polygons, 6p(s) may be­
come arbitrarily large, since it accumulates the total amount of turn, which can grow 
as polygon “spirals” inward. Although Qp(s) may become very large over the in­
terval s £  [0,1], in order for the function to represent a simple closed curve, we 
make 0 P(1) =  Op(0)modulo2n.  When the path is polygonal, the turning function is 





d e f a
Figure 1.4 Polygons And Their Monotone Turning Function
The function ©p(s) has several properties which make it especially suitable for 
comparison purposes[l]. a) It is piecewise constant for polygons (and polygonal path), 
making computations particularly easy and fast, b) By definition, the function 0 p(s) 
is invariant under translation and scaling of the polygon P.  c) Rotation of P  cor­
responds to a simple shift of 0 p(s) in the y-axis direction. Note also that changing 
the location of the reference point O  by an amount t £  [0,1] along the perimeter of
polygon B
a b c
8polygon P  corresponds to a horizontal shift of the function Q p(s) and is simple to 
compute (the new turning function is given by 0 p(.s +  /,)).
We can use this representation to compute a distance function for comparing two 
simple polygons (A and B).  The distance function between two polygons A and B  
can be defined as the distance between their turning functions ©^(s) and ©b(.s), 
and minimized with respect to vertical and horizontal shifts of the turning functions 
0 p(.s). In other words, the distance is minimized over all possible choice of reference 
point and rotation. It works for both convex and non-convex polygons and runs in 
time O(log nm),  where m and n are the number of vertices of polygons A and B, 
respectively. Clearly, when both polygons have 0 ( n )  vertices, the distance between 
them can be computed in 0 ( n 2) times.
One drawback of this m ethod is that it may be unstable under certain kinds of 
noise, in particular, non-uniform noise [1]. Another limitation is that it can not be 
applied to polygons with holes.
CHAPTER TWO 
ANNULAR PROFILES
In this chapter, we consider the problem of comparing polygonal shapes based 
on their “annular profiles”. Our motivation for looking into this problem is two­
fold. (i) This approach has been found to be useful for recognizing shape similarity 
in situations where insensitivity to changes in viewpoint is desired. For example, 
a method based on two dimensional concentric shape description has been used to 
recognize a three dimensional shape from a. single two dimensional image of the shapes 
[5]. In [8], a concentric ring transformation has been used for optical recognition 
of characters, (ii) The annular profile of a polygon is invariant under translation 
and rotation and is naturally appropriate for comparing “shape alone” and not the 
polygon’s orientation and/or size. We show that the annular profile of a polygon Q of 
n sides induced by a given placement of an annular panel of size k can be computed 
in 0 (lo g  k +  W )  tim e when Q is simple and in 0 { n  log k +  S)  tim e when Q has holes, 
where W is the total number of sub-edges(defined lated). We show that Profile Query 
Problem (P Q P ) can be answered in O (logn) tim e, given 0 ( n )  space and 0 { n 2) pre­
processing time. By relating the Voronoi diagrams of the edges and vertices of Q,  we 
prove that all non-simple panels of Q  can be computed in Q{n5) time.
2.1 Prelim inaries
An annular panel consists of k concentric circles ci, c2, c.3 , ..., c^ . of radii 
?'i, ?‘2 i >'3 , i'k, respectively. The region between the circumferences of circles c, and 
c ,-+ 1 is the /'th ring of the panel and is denoted by //,. It is convenient to add two more 
circles in a given annular panel. Circle Co is the circle at the center with radius zero
9
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and circle ca-+] is the circle of infinite radius. A ring chord is a line segment lying 
inside an annular ring with end points at the boundary of the ring. A cross-chord 
is a ring chord whose end points do not lie in the circumference of the same circle.
Definition 2.1: Given an annular panel R,  a polygon Q , and a point a, the place­
m ent of R  on Q with respect to point a, denoted as V C { Q , R , a )  is the overlay of /? 
on the plane of Q with the center of the panel R co-incident with point a.
D efinition 2.2: The annular profile corresponding to a. placement VC{ Q,  R,a) ,  
denoted as A V ( Q ,  R, a ) ,  is the vector of k +  1 components f i , / 2, / 3 , ht+i, where /, 
is the length of the boundary of Q  lying in ring and k is the number of circles in 









(a): A Placem ent
5 10 15 20
(b): A nnular Profile for (a)
Figure 2.1: Illustrating P lacem ent and  A nnular Profile
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The similarity between two polygons Q  and Q'  can be measured in term of their 
annular profiles VC( Q,  R,a)  and VC(Q' ,  R , a ’) by suitable choice of R, a ,  and a1. 
The d is ta n c e  between two annular profiles having the same number of components 
is computed by adding the absolute difference between their corresponding compo­
nents, i.e., Yli=i \h ~  i^'|) where /, and /• are the i th components of VC( Q,  R , a )  and 
T £{ Q' ,  R,  o'), respectively. The smaller the distance between the annular profiles is, 
the more similar the two polygons are.
D e fin it io n  2.3: A placement VC( Q,  R , a )  is u n iform  if the intersection of any edge 
of polygon Q  with any ring of the panel is either (i) empty or (ii) exactly one or two 
cross chords. Figure 2.2 illustrates a uniform placement.
Figure 2.2: Illustrating Uniform P lacem ent
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2.2 Com puting The Annular Profile
Given a placement V £ ( Q ,  R , a ) ,  it is straightforward to com pute its annular pro­
file A V ( Q ,  R, a).  For each edge of the polygon we determine the portion(s) of the 
edge falling inside each of the rings of the panel. The radii of the annular rings of /? 
are available in a list (j[\ ..k] sorted in ascending inner to outer order. Note that the 
annular rings on which an edge falls are consecutive. To distribute the length of an 
edge e of Q we determine the ring (j, on which one end point of e lies and find the 
portion of e that falls on If e extends further to other rings, then we determine 
the appropriate portions of e in those rings by walking the list </[]. This process of 
distributing the length of edges is repeated for all edges. A formal description of the 
algorithm is given as Algorithm 2.1. This algorithm also can apply for polygon with 
holes.
A lgorithm  2.1
Input: A list g[] containing the radii of rings of the panel, in the ascending order; 
polygon Q; point a.
Output: A V { Q : R,  a), the annular profile of Q induced by point a and panel R.  The 
output will be written into the vector A[],
W hile not all edges of polygon Q are processed do
i. e =  Next unprocessed edge of Q ;
ii. Locate the ring on which one end point of e lies.
{Distribute the length of e to the rings on which e lies.)
Determine the portion of e lying on the rings by walking through the list </[] 
and comparing the coordinates of end points of e with the radii of correspond­
ing
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rings. Add the length of the corresponding portions of e in appropriate entries 
in A[].
The analysis of the tim e complexity of Algorithm 2.1 is straightforward. We first, 
consider the case when Q is simple. Total iterations of Step i takes 0 { n )  time. The 
first iteration of Step ii  can be done in O(log k) tim e by performing binary search on 
list </[]. The end point of the current edge and the starting point of the next edge 
are always the same when we pick the edges from a simple polygon by following its 
boundary. Hence the ring location of the end point of each of the other edges can 
be found in 0 (1 )  time. Each edge of Q is partitioned into sub-edges by circumfer­
ences of rings. Let W  be the total number of such sub-edges. Then the total tim e 
for Step ii is 0 { W )  (this is 0 ( n k ) in the worst case. This makes the total tim e for 
Algorithm 1 0(logA: +  W).  When the polygon is not simple (contains holes), we 
need to locate the ring where an end point of a. first edge of each hole lies. Then, 
each execution of step ii takes 0 (lo g  k) time, this makes the total time 0 ( n  log A: +  IT).
Theorem  2.1: The annular profile of a polygon Q  of n sides induced by a given 
placement of an annular panel of size k can be computed in 0 (log  k +  IT) tim e when 
Q is simple and in 0 { n  log k +  W )  time when Q  has holes.
Given a point a in the plane of a polygon Q the natural panel induced by 
point a, denoted as J\ fP(Q,a) ,  can be constructed as follows. We sweep the plane 
by a growing circle of initial radius zero and expanding outwards starting at point 
a. As the sweep proceeds the circumference of the growing circle meets the edges of 
polygon Q. We distinguish two kinds of events: A typ e 1 event occurs when the 
circumference of the growing circle meets a vertex of Q,  and a type 2 event occurs
when the circumference meets an edge tangentially. The panel formed by putting 
together circles corresponding to type 1 and type 2 events is j \ f V { Q , a ), the natural 
panel of Q  induced by point a.
The problem of constructing the ordered natural panel ArV { Q , a )  is at least as 
hard as sorting.
Lem m a 2.1: Sorting can be reduced in linear time to the problem of computing the 
ordered natural panel of a polygon induced by a point. Hence, finding the ordered 
natural panel of a polygon induced by a given point requires Q ( n \ o g n )  time.
Proof: Let .rq, .r2, .T3 , •••, x n be n positive numbers to be sorted. We construct a 
simple polygon P  using these numbers with linear overhead as follows. Corresponding 
to each number x we construct a point p, with polar coordinates pi =  0 ,-), where
0{ — 2?r" ~ 1' . We join consecutive points Pi,Pi+ 1 by a line segment. All this can be 
done in 0 (7?) time and the resulting structure is a simple polygon (see Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Construction for Lemma 2.1
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Now, from the ordered natural panel of polygon P  induced by point o (the origin 
of the coordinate system ), we can read off the .r,’s in the sorted order. Since the sort­
ing problem requires f i(n lo g n )  tim e, it follows that constructing the ordered natural 
panel of a polygon also requires i \ (n  log n). □
An algorithm for finding the natural profile of a polygon induced by a point can 
be developed from its definition. Let V\ be the set of vertices of Q.  Let V2 =  { p\p lies 
on an edge e of polygon Q  and is the foot of the perpendicular from point a to the 
line through e}. We sort the points in V\ U V2 by their distance from q. The ordered 
circles with center at a and radii equal to the distances from a to points in V\ U V2 
give the required ordered natural panel.
Lemma 2.2: The natural panel of a polygon Q induced by a point q can be computed 
in Q(?? lo g 7?,) time.
The query version of the annular profile problem can be stated as follows.
Profile Query Problem  (PQ P): Given a polygon Q and an annular ring (ji with 
center at point rt, P Q P  asks for the profile of the polygon in ring
One approach to solve P Q P  is to compare each edge of the polygon Q with the 
ring </, and add to the profile (the profile is zero initially) the length of the portion 
of the edges lying on ring This takes 0 ( n )  time. This approach is acceptable for 
one shot query. For answering P Q P  repeatedly, each query needs 0 ( n )  tim e, which 
is rather expensive. To answer a sequence of queries, we can preprocess the polygon 
and store the information in a suitable data structure so that each query can be
16
answered quickly. We want to develop a relation to express the profile of a sub-ring 
of </, in terms of the width of the sub-ring and geometric attributes of the edges of 
the polygon that intersect ring
Let /?i, /;2, /f.3 , hm be the portions of the edges lying in a sub-ring of (ji with the 
same inner radius as the inner radius of and width iv as shown in Figure 2.4.
> • '
su b -r in g  of
9 i
Figure 2.4: C onstruction  for ex p ressin g  th e  profile of a su b -rin g
Let bj be the cross-chord (of length w)  of the sub-ring passing through the end 
point of hj. The length of hj is related to the length of bj by: || hj || =  11bj || =
where |(/?.j|| represents the length of segment h, and Oj and 4->j are the angles 
indicated in Figure 2.4. Lj(io), the profile in the sub-ring is given by:
L i ( w )  —  | | / ? i | |  +  || /*2 II +  ••• +  || h ' m  ||
, sin 0 \ sin , sin 0 „,
— t o *  - — —  +  —— 7 "  +  — + ~ — T- ) sin <p\ sin <p2 sin (pm
=  w  * A;  ( 1 )
The preprocessing procedure consists of the computation of the profile in each 
ring of the natural panel and the computation of the constant A,  for each ring.
A lgorithm  2 .2  {Pre-Processing}
Step 1: G enerate the natural panel R  =  N V ( Q , a )  of polygon Q induced by point 
a. Let k be the number of rings in R.  Store the list of rings in array </[].
Step 2: Compute the profile in each annular ring induced by placement V C {Q ,  R ,a )  
and store components in array t/ [ 0  : k].
Step 3: For each ring gj  of the placement T C {Q ,  R ,a) ,  determine each of the con­
stants A j  by finding 0; and <j>{ as defined by the orientation of the edges of the polygon 
intersecting the ring. Store constants A f s  in array A[0 : k].
Step 4: Compute the cum ulative profiles C[i\,  0 < i <  k, where C[i] =  «[0] + »[1] +  
u[2 ] +  , ..., +u[i], 0  <  i <  k.
Lem m a 2.3: The pre-processing task (Algorithm 2.2) can be done in 0 ( n 2) time 
and 0 (n) space.
Proof: Step 1 can be done in 0(7? log 7?) time and 0(7?) space (Lemma 2.2). Since 
the size of the natural panel is 0(7?.), Step 2 can be done in 0(??2) time and 0(??) space 
by using Algorithm 2.1. By following a procedure similar to the one in Algorithm 2.1
IS
vve can determine the 0 ,-’s and s for segments on each ring and determine the / l / s  
by using equation 1. Hence, Step 3 takes 0 { n 2) tim e. Step 4 can be done in 0 { n )  
time by simply computing prefix sums of the array r/.[0 : k]. Hence the overall time 
and space complexity is 0 [n2) and 0 (n), respectively. □
Theorem  2.2: The profile query problem [ P Q P )  can be answered in (){ log n ) time, 
given 0 [n) space and 0 {n2) pre-processing time.
Proof: Let the inner and the outer radii of the query ring be l\ and /.2, respectively. 
In O(log ?? ) tim e we can determine by binary search in array g[] the natural rings g ,, 
and gi2 on which the inner and the outer boundary of the query ring fall. The profile 
on the rings from </f,+i to is obtained in 0 ( 1 ) tim e by subtracting appropriate 
entries in C[]. Let u\ be the sub-ring of with inner radius equal to the inner 
radius of gH and outer radius t\ .  Similarly, let u 2 be the sub-ring of <y,-2 with outer 
radius equal to the outer radius of r/ , 2 and the inner radius equal to /.2. The profiles 
in sub-rings u\ and n2 are obtained in 0 ( 1 ) tim e from equation 1 by plugging in the 
precomputed values of the A^s.  The total tim e is thus 0(log??). □
2.3 C om puting all N on-Sim ple Panels
In this section we consider the problem of locating the center of a natural panel 
satisfying certain desirable properties and the computation of all non-simple natural 
panels of a given polygon. An edge of a polygon is said to be associated with a circle 
c; of one of its natural panel if e is tangent to c,. Similarly, a vertex t> is associated 
with c, if v lies on the circumference of c,. We use the term elem entary object 
to indicate either an edge or a vertex of the polygon. A m ulti-degree circle is a 
circle which has at least, three associated elementary objects, and a second degree
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circles are those that have exactly two associated elementary objects. Two panels are 
equivalent if they have the same number of circles and the associated elementary 
objects of the corresponding circles are the same. We distinguish natural panels into 
three kinds: (i) a m ulti-degree panel contains at least one multi-degree circle, (ii) 
a second-degree panel contains at least two second degree circles, and (iii) a panel 
that is neither of the above two kinds is a sim ple panel.
Construction of multi-degree panels: A multi-degree panel can be constructed in four 
ways by using three elementary objects 0 ] ,  O 2 , and O3 . In a typ e 1 multi-degree 
panel, all three elementary objects are edges; in a type 2 multi-degree panel, all 
elementary objects are vertices; the remaining two types are obtained by taking one 
edge and two vertices (type 3) and two edges and one vertex (type 4). These are 
shown in Figure ‘2.5. Given three elementary objects 0 i,C>2 , and O3 , the center of 
the three elem ent panel specified by them (if possible) can be constructed in 0 ( 1 ) 
time by straightforward geometric construction as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Observe 
that each of the first three types of construction yields a unique panel center and the 
fourth type construction yields two centers (Figure 2.5d).
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(d)
Figure 2.5: Constructing the Center of Multi-Degree Panels
Construction of second-degree panels: Second degree panels can be constructed in 
nine ways, only four of them are showed in Figure 2.6.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Construction of the Center of Second Degree Panels
where two pairs of elementary objects are used to construct circles having a common 
center. Each such construction can be done in 0 (1 )  time.
Lem m a 2.4: The total number of non-simple panels (second-degree panels and m ulti­
degree panels) is 0 [n4).
Proof: The total number of second-degree panels is the combination of 2 pairs
from a total of ( " ) pairs, which is 0 ( n 4). The total number of multi-degree panels 
2
is ( " ) =  0 (n3). □
3
We refer to a natural panel with the smallest number of rings as an optim um  
panel.
Lem m a 2.5: Any optimum panel of a polygon must be a non-simple panel.
Proof: By definition, the number of circles in a simple panel can not be less than 
n — 1 ; and the number of circles in a. non-simple panel can not be more than n — 2 . 
Hence the total number of rings in any simple panel must be more than the number 
of rings in a non-simple panel. □
To find an optimum panel we can construct all 0 ( u ‘‘) non-simple panels and se­
lect the one having the minimum number of rings. One panel can be constructed 
in 0 (n log n) time and hence the generation all non-simple panels takes 0 (ir' log n ) 
time. We can develop a faster algorithm to compute all non-simple panels by making 
the use of the Voronoi diagram of pairs of elementary objects.
The Voronoi diagram of a pair of elementary objects 0 1 and 0 2 partitions the
plane into two regions ?-i and r2 such that all points in region are closer to O, 
than to the other object. The structure of the Voronoi diagram induced by a pair of 
primitive objects depends on the nature of the objects [9]:
e If both objects are points then the Voronoi diagram is a straight line.
e If one is a point and the other is a line segment then the Voronoi diagram is a 
parabola.
•  If both are line segments the Voronoi diagram consist of up to seven sections of 
straight or parabolic lines.
We denote the Voronoi diagram of objects O, and Oj  by V D ( i , j ) .
Consider the arrangement of the Voronoi diagrams of all pairs of elementary ob­
jects of the polygon. Let G{V ,E )  be the planar graph with vertex set V  and edge set 
E  induced by the arrangement, where the set of vertices is given by the intersection 
points of the Voronoi diagrams. Figure 2.7 shows an example of the arrangement of 
the Voronoi diagram of all pairs (six pairs in total) from four elementary objects (two 
points and two line segments).
2-1
V ( / J ,  P)
V (/> ,  I )
v(/lf p)
V ( / J ,  0
Figure 2.7: A rrangem ent of Voronoi D iagram s of Six O bject Pairs
Observation 2.1: The center of a non-simple panel is a vertex of G(V,E) .
Definition 2.4: The ordered list of a set of elementary objects S  =  { 0 i , 0 2 , O 3 , ..., 0a}  
with respect to a point v, denoted as distance-ordered(S,v), is the list of elements 
in S  in increasing order of their Euclidean distances from e.
Lem m a 2.6: Consider the adjacent vertices v; and vj in the planar graph G { V . E )  
formed by the intersection of the Voronoi diagrams of pairs of objects from 
S  = { 0 i ,  02, O 3 , ..., 0 ,,,} . Let the set of objects equidistant from u, be 
Ft = { 0 i , , 0 ;2, Oik}. Then, the elem ents in R  occur consecutively in the list 
(list ance-o rd t  red (S, v j ).
Proof: We prove the lemma by observing the change in the relative position of 
objects in R  in the list distance-ordered(S,x) as x moves from u,- to vj  along the edge 
connecting them (see Figure 2.8). First we note that as x  moves from v,-, the ordering 
in distance-ordered(S,x)  changes only when point x  crosses a Voronoi edge. In the 
beginning x is coincident with and hence all objects in R  must be consecutive in 
the list distance-ordered(S,x). (All objects in R  are equidistant from V j . )  As point 
x moves from u, to vj  along the edge connecting them no other edge is crossed and 
hence the objects in R  remain consecutive in dislance-ordered(S,vj ).  □
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Figure 2.8: illustrating th e  Proof of Lemma 2.5
L e m m a  2.6: Consider a set of k elementary objects equidistant from a point a. Let 
R = [ 0 1 , O 2 1 ■■■, 0k\ be the list of these elementary objects sorted angularly about point 
a. The list distance-ordered(R,b) can be obtained from R  in 0 { k )  time, where b is a 
point distinct from a.
P roof: W ithout loss of generality we assume that 0 \  and Ok are in the opposite 
sides of the line passing through a and b. From point b we can find the farthest object 
in R  in 0 ( k )  time. Let the farthest object from b be 0 T. We can view the angu­
larly ordered list R  as consisting of two disjoint lists (i) A = [ 0 i ,  O2 , O3 , ..., 0 ,—1] and 
B  = [0 * , 0 k - \ , Ok-2 , ■■■■, 0 r+\\ (Figure 2.9). We observe that both list are sorted in 
order of increasing distance from point b. Hence we can obtain distance-ordered(S,b) 






Figure 2.9: Illustrating th e  Proof of Lemma 2.6
Theorem  2.3: All non simple panels of a polygon with n edges can be computed in 
optimal time.
Proof: Consider the planar graph G [ V , E )  formed by the Voronoi diagrams of 
all 0 ( n 2) pairs of elementary objects of the polygon. The center of a non-simple 
panel must be a vertex of G  (Observation 2.1). The planar graph induced by the 
arrangement of n simple curves can be obtained in 0 [ n 2a ( n ) )  tim e [1 0 ], where a(i i)  
is the inverse of the Ackerman’s function. Since the Voronoi diagram of a pair of 
elementary objects consists of a constant number of sections of straight lines and 
parabolas, the graph G(V,  E )  of the arrangement of 0 { n 2) Voronoi diagrams can be 
obtained in 0 ( n 4a ( n 2)) time. Computing all non-simple panels is the same as com­
puting lists distance-ordered(S,x)  for all x in V.  Consider two adjacent vertices and 
vj  of G ( V , E ) .  Given distance-ordered(S,Vi),  we can compute dis tance-ordered(S,v j)
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in 0 { n )  time as follows. Since e, is the intersection of two Voronoi diagram, there 
are either (i) at least three elementary objects equidistant from t>,, or (ii) at least 
two pairs of elementary objects equidistant from Vj. Let the distance of the llh object 
Oi from Vi be denoted by d/. Since some of the objects are equidistant from e,. not 
all d/’s are distinct. Let Ttfi, R 2, ..., Rr be the set of objects at distance d/, , d t 2 , . . . ,  d/,., 
respectively. We can sort objects in /?,- by their distances from vj in 0 (|/? ,|) tim e  
(Lemma 2.7), and hence d i s t a n c e - o r d e r e d ( S , V j )  can be obtained in O(n)  tim e from 
distance-ordered(S,Vi). For the first vertex iq, we obtain the sorted list by explicitly  
sorting objects by their distances from v\ in O(?? log??) time. For all other vertices we 
obtain the sorted list in 0 ( n )  time per vertex by using Lemma 2.7 on adjacent ver­
tices (one processed and the other unprocessed). Since there are Of??'1) vertices, the 
total times add up to 0 ( n 5). The optim ality of the time complexity of the algorithm  
follows from the fact that the size of the solution is fi(??.5) and hence this much time 




In this chapter, a brief description of the implementation of three methods of 
measuring polygon similarity (signature, turning, and annular profile) is presented. 
The implementation is done by developing window interface, using Microsoft Visual 
C + +  compiler. We also developed our own code for generating polygons. Polygon 
can be generated on the window by specifying vertices by mouse click. The system  
makes sure that the generated polygons are simple by checking for self-intersection. 
The generated polygons can be edited by altering edges and angles of the polygon. 
The system accepts a master polygon and a candidate polygon as input and displays 
the similarity measures by using all three methods. Intermediate snap-shots of all 
three methods (e.g. the signature function) can also be displayed. The modular or­
ganization of different components for implementation is shown in figure 3 . 1 .
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V iew Functions 
View A nnular Panel
Window Interface Module
M DI,M ulti V iew  
M enu/Tools
Distance Comoutation Module
D istance C om putation
Result Display/Save Module
D isplay Polygon S im ilarity  
P rin t/Save Results
Function Computation Module
Signature Function C om putation  
T urn ing  Function C om putation  
A nnular Profile C om putation
Input Module




Figure 3.1 Organization For Polygon Similarity Implemenation
3.2 D ata Structure for In p u t/O u tp u t
The input polygon is represented by a doubly linked circular list. Each vertex 
of the polygon corresponds to a node of the linked list. Each node of the list stores 
co-ordinates of the vertex it repres ents, in addition to pointers to its successor and 
predecessor. Specially, the structure of a node is:
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struct vertex {
char vertex_name[10]; // label of vertex
int x_coordinate; // x coordinate
int y_coordinate; // y coordinate
vertex* next_vertex; // pointer to next vertex
vertex* prior_vertex; // pointer to previous vertex
} start, normalized_start;
We may have to create and store polygons with an arbitrary number of vertices 




node 2 node 4 node nnode 1 node 3
Figure 3.2 Double Circular link list Data Structure To R epresent Polygon
As mentioned earlier, the similarity between polygons is determined by finding dis­
tance between their functions (signature, turning, or profile). In the case of signature 
and turning functions, each line segment of the function corresponds to a particular 
edge of the polygon. Hence these two functions are stored in a doubly linked list with 
the number of nodes equal to the number of edges in the polygon. When the distance 
between the master polygon and a candidate polygon is computed, it is stored in the 
structure called ■polyyon.similarity.result as defined below:
struct polygon_similarity_result {
double similarity_extent;
display.node* polygon; //candidate polygon 
char* title;
} Turning_function, Signature_Function,Profile_Function;
The field s imilar i ty .extent  is used to store the distance between the master poly­
gon and a candidate polygon. The second field points to the doubly link list storing 
either the master or a candidate polygon. The third field, title, contains the name of 
polygon stored in the second field.
3.3 Implementation of the Signature Method
The signature induced by the edges of a polygon are maintained in a doubly linked 
list. Each node of the doubly linked list corresponds to an edge of the polygon. The 





struct signature.struct* next; 
struct signature.struct* prior;
}s ignature, normalized_ signature;
Except the third field, other four fields: edge_name[10], edgeJength, next, and 
p r ior  can be filled by sim ply reading the list used for storing the polygon. The 
third field which is used to store the length of the boundary of the polygon lying 
to the left of the edge can be filled by examining the edges of the polygon and by 
comparing them with the edge for which we want to compute the signature. Func­
tion CPolygonDocr .toiaLlej ts ideJength  is used to fill the third field. For meaning­
ful comparison of the signatures of two polygons, we need to normalize the total 
length of the boundary of the polygon to 1 . This is done by the function CPoly-  
gonDoc::calcnlate.normalise.signature. funclion.  The distance between two signature 
functions is determined by overlaying them. An example overlaying is shown in Fig­
ure 3.3. The area bounded by the two signature functions is used to measure the 
distance between signatures. The overlapping of two signature functions can be done 
in many ways. In our implementation we fix the signature of one polygon ( “the 
master polygon”).
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Figure 3.3 The Rectangular Strips Formed By The Signature Function Of 
Polygon A And Polygon B
For the candidate polygon we compute ?? signature functions by taking each edge of 
the candidate polygon as the starting edge. The least bounded area among all overlays 
is taken as the distance between the signatures. Figure 3.4 illustrates the computation  
of the distance between functions. The area bounded by signature functions consist 
of rectangular strips. We compute the distance between the signature functions by 
adding the areas of the rectangular strips. The computed distance is stored in the 
structure polygonsimilarity-result.
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(ii) C andidate po lygon and its signatures fo r three orientations 
Figure 3.4 Illustrating The Computation Of Signature Function
3.4 Im plem entation of the Turning Function
The structure of the node of the doubly linked list used for maintaining the turning 
function is similar to the structure of the node of the list used for maintaining the 
signature function. In addition to the name of the edge, its length, and its predecessor 
and successor, the node contains a field for storing the angle formed by the edge with 





struct turning.struct* next; 
struct turning_struct* prior;
} turning, normalized_turning;
The fields of this node are filled by using the list representing the polygon: the 
first, fourth, and the fifth field can be read directly; the second and the third fields 
are filled by computing the cumulative sum of the lengths of the edges of the poly­
gon and the cumulative sum of the angles between reference direction and edges of 
the polygon by scanning the boundary(of the polygon). Here also, we normalize 
the total length of the boundary of the polygon to 1 (by using function CPolygon- 
Doc::calculate.noi'malizeJ.uming-function). The distance between turning functions 
is again measured in term of the area of the region bounded by the turning functions 
of the master polygon and the candidate polygon. The turning function of the master 
polygon is computed only once by taking one of its edges as the reference direction. 
For the candidate polygon, we compute n turning functions by selecting each edge 
in turn as the starting edge. When we select the next edge as the starting edge we 
make sure to rotate the polygon so that the starting edge is directed along the refer­
ence direction. Orientation of the polygon for computing the distance is illustrated
3(>
in figure 3.5.
The function CMainFmme::checkJumingJieight  computes the distance between 
two turning functions. The distance between turning functions minimized over all 
orientations of candidate polygon is taken as the measure of the similarity between 









b: T he m aster po lygon (fixed orientation)
Figure 3.5 Illustrating The Computation Of D istance Using Turning Function
3.5 Im plem entation of the Annular Profile
The annular profile function is stored in a doubly linked list. The length of the 
list storing the annular profile need not be equal to the number of vertices or edges 
of the polygon. Each node of the list representing the profile function corresponds to 
an annular region of the panel induced by the polygon and the profile center. The 
exact structure is:
struct profile_struct {
char ring_name [10]; 
double width_of_ring; 
double sum_of_chord; 
struct profile_struct* next; 
struct profile_struct* prior;
} profile, normaliz_profile;
In the above structure, the second field, width- 0  faring, stores the difference be­
tween the inner radius and outer radius of the ring; the third field, sum.of-chord,  
stores the length of the boundary of the polygon lying inside the ring. The mean­
ings of the other fields are self explanatory. To find the panel induced by a polygon, 
we first need to determine the center of the panel. We first find the smallest circle 
enclosing the polygon. The center of the smallest circle is the center of the panel. 
The smallest enclosing circle of a. given polygon can be determined by first finding its 
convex hull and then finding the smallest circle enclosing the convex polygon. The 
smallest circle enclosing a given convex polygon can be computed in linear time by 
finding its diameter and then by using the rotating calipers m ethod [5]. For our im­
plementation, we preferred to choose a naive method of checking the circle formed 
by all combination of three vertices. This method is expensive for large number of 
vertices but is acceptable in practice when the number of vertices is small. It is also
.'IS
almost trivial to implement.
The function CPolygonDoc::min-convex.circ le  is used to find the smallest enclos­
ing circle. After knowing the center of the panel we determine its distance to all other 
vertices and edges. These distances are stored in increasing order to get the radii of 
the rings of the panel. The function CPolygonDoc:: make.annul  ar^paml  computes 
the radii and stores them in the array annular[i]. After finding the panel it is normal­
ized so that the radius of its outermost circle is 1 . Once the panel is known the profile 
function is computed for each annular region by checking the edges against each an­
nular rings. This is done by the function CPolygonDoc::compxiting.aninilar_projik.  
The computation of the distance between two profile functions is similar to the com­
putation of distance between turning functions.
3.6 Interface Menu
Five main menus are implemented in polygon similarity application:
•  File:
-  New: Open a new screen for drawing/creating polygons
-  Open: Open the open file dialog to load a polygon from the disk
-  Save: Save a new or modified polygon to disk
-  Save As... Accept the polygon file name and save to the disk
-  Print: Print the polygon, or print the results of polygon comparisons
-  Exit: Close the main program
•  Edit:
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— Undo: Undo the last draw
— Clear: Clear the polygon entry screen
— Create Mode: Drawing polygon mode, this is the default mode
— Delete Mode: To remove a vertex
o View:
— Annular Panel 1: Show the first annular panel
— Annular Panel 2: Show the second annular panel
— Turning Function: Open and view turning function
— Signature Function: Open and view signature function
— Profile Function: Open and view profile function
• Polygon:
— Standard Polygons : Standard polygon shape is drawn on the input screen
•  Compare:
— Turning method: Show the polygon similarity comparison results by turn­
ing method
— Signature method: Show the polygon similarity comparison results bv sig­
nature method




We reviewed two methods for measuring polygon similarity: (i) signature function 
and (ii) turning function. We proposed a new approach based on the computation 
of annular profile to measure “shape-sim ilarity” between polygons. One of the main 
advantages of the approach based on annular profiles is that it can be applied even 
when polygons have holes. (It may be noted that methods based on signature function 
and turning function can not be applied when polygons have holes.) Another aspect of 
annular profile method is that the annular profile does not depend on the orientation 
of the polygon. This feature is very convenient because we need not compute annular 
profile for all n orientations of the candidate polygon as is necessary for methods 
based on signature function and turning function.
We implemented all three methods (annular profile, turning function, and signa­
ture function) starting from the scratch using C + +  programming language (Microsoft 
Visual C + +  compiler). The results of applying these three m ethods to a list of similar 
looking polygons are illustrated in Figures 4.1-4.3.
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Figure 4.1 Similarity Based On Turning Function
Figure 4.2 Similarity Based On S ignature Function
Figure 4.3 Similarity Based On Profile Function
■11
The master polygon is on the top, and the candidate polygons are listed below in 
the decreasing order of their shape similarity with the master polygon. An inspection 
of the ordering of the candidate polygons in these figures shows that the performance 
of the annular-profile method is reasonably effective to capture sha.pe-simila.rity. The 
ranking of similarity does not differ too much. This shows that the annular profile 
method can be an effective tool for measuring shape-similarity. It would be interesting 
to apply annular profile method in three dimensions. Our algorithms developed for 
polygons can be generalized in a natural way to three dimensions to compare shape 
similarity between polyhedral objects. We can imagine the sm allest sphere S  enclosing 
a given polyhedra H.  Then an expanding sphere starting at the center of S  can result 
different types of events similar to those described in Chapter Two. The surfaces of the 
spheres corresponding to such events can be used to define three dimensional annular 
panels and the notion of the annular profile of the polyhedra. can be formulated 
accordingly. We plan to pursue the problem of computing annular profile in three 
dimensions in the future.
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We list some classes and their member functions implemenation for this thesis's program 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
// polygon.h : main header file for the POLYGON application
//












virtual BOOL InitlnstanceO; 
virtual BOOL OnIdle(LONG ICount); 
virtual BOOL PreTranslateMessage(MSG* pMsg); 
//{ { AFX_MSG(CPolygonApp) 



























//} } AFX_MSG_MAP 
// Standard file based document commands 
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_NEW, CWinApp: :OnFileNew) 
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_OPEN, CWinApp: :OnFileOpen)
// Standard print setup command
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT_SETUP, CWinApp: :OnFilePrintSetup) 
END_MESSAGE_MAP()
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////




BOOL CPolygonApp: :InitInstanceO 
{
SetDialogBkColorO; // Set dialog background color to gray 
LoadStdProfileSettingsO; // Load standard INI file options (including MRU)
// Register the application's document templates. Document templates 
// serve as the connection between documents, frame windows and views.










































// create main MDI Frame window





// enable file manager drag/drop and DDE Execute open 
EnableShellOpen();
RegisterShellFileTypes();
// simple command line parsing 
if (m_lpCmdLine[0] —  '\0')
{









// The main window has been initialized, so show and update it.
pMainFrame->ShowWindow(m_nCmdShow);
pMainFrame->UpdateWindow();








BOOL CPolygonApp: :OnIdle(LONG ICount)
{
// Call base class idle first 
BOOL bResult = CWinApp: :OnIdle(lCount); 
// Let the splash dialog time-out. 




// polygdoc.h : interface of the CPolygonDoc class 
//
const double PI = 3.141592654; 





struct node *next; 
struct node *prior;
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struct signature_struct *06x1; 
struct signature_struct *prior;
};











struct profile_struct *next; 
struct profile_struct *prior;
>;
class CPolygonDoc : public CDocument 
{








void polygon(struct node *i, struct node *top);
void dununajwlygon(struct dumma_node *i, struct dumma_node *top);
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
II for calculate tumning function only
public:






void tuming_link_list(struct tuming_struct *i);




// for calculate signature function only 
public:









void lowest_node(node* start); 
void dumma_lowest_node(dumma_node* dumma); 




void signature_link_list(struct signature_struct *i); 
void normalize_signature_link_list(stmct signaturestruct *i); 
void transfer_coordinate(CPoint ptl, CPoint pt2); 




II for calculate profile function only
public:








void determine_circle(CPoint ptl, CPoint pt2, CPoint pt3);
BOOL isvalid(double origin_x, double origin__y, double radius, node* start);
void profile_link_list(struct profile_struct *i);
void normalizejprofile_link_list(stmct profile_struct *i);
void delete_profile_link_list();
voiddelete_normalize_profile_link_list();
double origin_edge_distance(node *vl, node *v2, double x, double y); 




void quicksort(int left, int right); 
double inner_profile();
double length_of_segment(node* tempi, node* temp2, double rl, double r2);







void delete_normalize_tuming_link_list 1 ();
void delete_normalize_signature_link_listl();
void delete_normalize_profile_link_list 1 ();
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////




void draw_function(CDC* pDC, char function_mame[]);
void draw_annular_panel(CDC* pDC); 
void draw_polygon(CDC* pDC);
// for save functions
struct tuming struct* normalize_tumingl;
void normalize_tuming_link_listl(struct tuming struct* i);
struct signature struct* normalize_signaturel;
void normalize_signature_link_listl (struct signature_struct* i);
struct profile_struct* normalize_profilel;




void profile_link_list_lst(stmct profile_stmct *i);








virtual BOOL OnOpenDocument( const char* pszPathName);
virtual void DeleteContents();
protected:
virtual BOOL SaveModified(); 
virtual ~CPolygonDoc( i,



























void CPolygonDoc: :Serialize(CArchive& ar)
{
struct node *vertex; 
if (ar.IsStoringO)
{
ar « (WORD)vertex_count; 
ar « (WORD)finish; 
vertex = start; 
do {
ar «  (WORD)vertex->x «  (WORD)vertex->y «  vertex->name; 
vertex = vertex->next;









ar »  a;
vertex_count = a; 
a r » d ;  
finish = d;
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < a; i++) { 
vertex = new node; 
if(! vertex) {
AfxMessageBox("Out of memory"); 
return;
}
a r » b ;  
vertex->x = b; 
ar »  c; 
vertex->y = c; 
a r »  e;
for (int i = 0; i < e.GetLength(); i++) 
vertex->name[i] = e[i]; 






// polygon double link list data structure 
//
void CPolygonDoc: :polygon(struct node *i, struct node *top) 
{
struct node *old, *p;
if(start =  NULL) { 
start = i; 
i->next = start; 
i->prior = start; 
vertex_count = 1; 
return;
}
p = top; 
old = NULL; 
do {
if(strcmp(p->name, i->name)<0) { 
old • ti, 
p = p->next;
}
// vertex number = 1
// return start(point to polygon);
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else {
if(!(p =  start)) {
p->prior->next = i; 
i->next = p; 
i->prior = p->prior; 
p->prior = i; 
start = top;
vertex_coimt++; // increse vertex number by one
return; // return top;
}
i->next = p; 
i->prior = p->prior; 
start = i;
i->prior = p->prior; 
p->prior = i; 
start = i;
vertex_count++; // increse vertex number by one
return; // return i;
}
} while(!(p =  start));
old->next = i; 
i->next = start; 
i->prior = old; 
start->prior = i;
vertex_count++; // increse vertex rnunber by one
return; // return start(point to polygon);
void CPolygonDoc: :Iowest_node(node* start)
{
// select lowest point 
node* vertex;
int next_y_point, lowest_y_point; 
vertex = start;
lowest_yjoint = vertex->y; 
lowest_vertex = vertex; 
do {
vertex = vertex->next; 
next_y_point = vertex->y; 
if (next_y_point > lowest_y_point) {




} while (vertex != start);
// more safty, always choose leftmost lowest point 






II This function is used to transfer coordinate, move origin to ptl,
// and make y axis alone ptl and pt2 
//
void CPolygonDoc::transfer_coordinate(CPoint ptl, CPoint pt2)
{
double angle, angle 1, angle2, sina, cosa; 
dumma_node* vertex;
if ((pt2.y - ptl.y) =  0 ) { 
if (pt2.x > ptl.x) { 
cosa = 0; 
sina = 1;
}
if (pt2.x < ptl.x) { 
cosa = 0; 
sina = -1;
}
if(pt2.x =  ptl.x) {





angle = (double)(pt2.x - ptl.x) /  (double)(pt2.y - ptl.y);
angle 1 = pow(angle, 2);
angle2 = pow(angle, 2) + 1;
double cosal = sqrt(l/angle2);
double sinal = sqrt(anglel/angle2);
if ((pt2.x - ptl.x) >= 0 && (pt v - ptl.y) >= 0)
{
cosa = cosal; 
sina = sinal;
>
else if ((pt2.x - ptl.x) >= 0 && (pt2.y - ptl.y) < 0)
{
cosa = - cosal; //angle = PI + angle; 
sina = sinal;
}
else if ((pt2.x - ptl.x) < 0 && (pt2.y - ptl.y) < 0)
{
sina = - sinal; //angle = PI + angle; 
cosa = - cosal;
}
else if ((pt2.x - ptl.x) < 0 && (pt2.y - ptl.y) >= 0)
{






vertex = dumma; 
do {
vertex->x = (vertex->const_x - ptl.x) * cosa -
(vertex->const_y - ptl.y) * sina; 
vertex->y = (vertex->const_x - ptl.x) * sina +
(vertex->const_y - ptl.y) * cosa;
vertex = vertex->next;








CPoint ptl, pt2; 
int count = 0;
lowest_node(start);
create_dumma_link(start);
dumma_lowest_node(dumma); // set dumma lowest vertex 
vertexl = lowest_vertex; // for two points
vertex2 = dumma_lowest_vertex; // for transfer coordinate 
do {
vl = vertexl; 
v2 = vertexl ->next; 
ptl.x = vl->x; 
ptl.y = vl->y; 
pt2.x = v2->x; 
pt2.y = v2->y;
transfer_coordinate(ptl, pt2);
// calculate stun of left side segment length on line ptl and pt2 
sigfunc[count] = total_leftside_length(vertex2);
// save edge name, edge length, and sum of left side segment length
// to signature struct, and insert it to signature link list
double edge_length = sqrt(pow((pt2.x-ptl.x),2) + pow((pt2.y-ptl.y),2));
struct signature struct *new_signature = new signature struct; 
if(!new_signature) {
AfxMessageBox("out of memory"); 
return;
}
new_signature->edge_name[0] = 0; 
strcat(new_signature->edge_name, vl->name); 
strcat(new_signature->edge_name, v2->name); 
new_signatur jdgejength = edgejength; 
new_signatu: .~>sum_of_leftside_length = sigfunc[count]; 
signature_link_list(new_signature); 
count-H-; // next edge
vertexl = vertex l->next; 
vertex2 = vertex2->next;







double total_parts = 0.0; 
double ptl_x, ptl_y, pt2_x, pt2_y;
dumma_node* temp = vertex->next; 
while ( temp != vertex) { 
ptl_x = temp->x; 
ptl_y = temp->y; 
pt2_x = temp->next->x; 
pt2_y = temp->next->y;
if (ptl_x >= 0 && pt2_x >= 0) {
total_parts += sqrt(pow((ptl_x-pt2_x),2) + pow((ptl_y-pt2_y),2));
}
else if (ptl_x >= 0 && pt2_x < 0) {
total_parts += ptl_x / (ptl_x - pt2_x) * sqrt(pow((ptl_x-pt2_x),2)
+ pow((ptl_y-pt2_y),2));
}
else if (ptl_x < 0 && pt2_x >= 0) {
total_parts += pt2_x t (pt2_x - ptl_x) * sqrt(pow((ptl_x-pt2_x),2)
+ pow((ptl_y-pt2_y),2));
}














struct profile_struct* c1 ma; 
struct profile_struct* • .up; 
double accumjength = 0.0; 
double max_profile = 0.0;
double max_radius = 0 0; 
dumma = profile;
do {
if (dumma->sum_of_chord > maxjprofile)
max_profile = dumma->sum_of_chord; 
maxradius += dumma->radius_of_ring; 
dumma = dumma->next;
} while (dumma != profile);
dumma = profile; 
do {
temp = new profilestruct; 
if(!temp) {




temp->radius_of_ring = dumma->radius_of_ring / maxradius; 
temp->sum_of_chord = dumma->sum_of_chord / max_profile; 
normalize_profile_link_list(temp); 
dumma = dumma->next;
} while (dumma != profile);
void CPolygonDoc: :normalize_profile_link_list(struct profile_struct *i) 
{
if (normalize_profile =  NULL) { 
normalize_profile = i;
normalize_profile->next = normalize_profile; 





i->prior = normalize_profile ->prior; 
i->next = normalize_profile; 
normalize_profile->prior->next = i; 
normalize_profile->prior = i;
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
II Given a polygon, determine the minimum circle which should include
// polygon (all vertexs)
//




double min_origin _y 
CPoint ptl, pt2, pt3;
node *first_point, *second_point, *third_point;
BOOL first_circle = TRUE;
BOOL check; 
double distance = 0.0; 
first_point = start;
do {
ptl.x = first_point->x; 
ptl.y = first_point->y; 
second_point = firstjxrint->next; 
do {
pt2.x = secondjx)int->x; 
pt2.y = secondjM)int->y; 
third jjoint = second_point->next; 
do {
pt3.x = third jwint->x; 
pt3.y = third_point->y; 
detennine_circle(ptl, pt2, pt3); 
check = i'svalid(origin_x, origin_y, radius, start); 
if ((first_circle == TRUE) && check) { 
min_radius = radius; 
m inoriginx = originx; 
min_origin_y = origin_y; 
first_circle = FALSE;
}
else if ( (first_circle =  FALSE) && check &&
(radius < minradius)) { 
minradius = radius; 





} while (third_point != first_point); 
second_point = second_point->next;
} while (second jx)int->next != first_point); 
firstjwint = first_point->next;
} while (first_point != start); 
origin_x = min_origin_x; 




II Given three points, determine the circle which include these three points
//
void CPolygonDoc::determine_circle(CPoint ptl, CPoint pt2, CPoint pt3)
{
double A, B, C, D, E, F. G, H; 
double x, y;
if ( ((ptl.x =  pt2.x) (pt2.x =  pt3.x)) || ((ptl.j =  pt2.y)
&& (pt2.y =  pt3.y))) {
return;
// next third point
// next edge
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else if (ptl.x =  pt2.x) {
origin_y = ((double)(ptl.y + pt2.y)) / 2.0;
origin x = pow((origin_y - pt3.y),2) - pow((origin_y - ptl.y),2)
+ pow(pt3.x,2) - pow(ptl.x,2); 
originx = origin_x 111 (pt3.x - ptl.x); 
radius = sqrt(pow((origin_x - ptl.x),2)+pow((origin_y - ptl.y),2));
}
else if (pt2.x =  pt3.x) {
origin_y = ((double)(pt2.y + pt3.y)) / 2.0;
origin_x = pow((origin_y-ptl.y),2) - pow((origin_y-pt2.y),2)
+ pow(ptl.x,2)-pow(pt2.x,2); 
origin_x = origin_x 111 (ptl.x - pt2.x);
radius = sqrt(pow((origin_x - ptl.x),2)+pow((origin_y - ptl.y),2));
}
else if (ptl.x =  pt3.x) {
origin_y = ((double)(ptl.y + pt3.y)) / 2.0;
originx = pow((origin_y-pt2.y),2) - pow((origin_y-ptl.y),2)
+ pow(pt2.x,2)-pow(ptl.x,2); 
origin_x = origin_x 111 (pt2.x - ptl.x);
radius = sqrt(pow((origin_x - ptl.x),2)+pow((origin_y - ptl.y),2));
}
else if (ptl.y =  pt2.y) {
origin_x = ((double)(ptl.x + pt2.x)) / 2.0;
origin_y = pow((origin_x-pt3.x),2) - pow((origin_x-ptl.x),2)
+ pow(pt3.y,2)-pow(ptl.y,2); 
origin_y = origin_y 111 (pt3.y - ptl.y);
radius = sqrt(pow((origin_x - ptl.x),2)+pow((origin_y - ptl.y),2));
}
else if (pt2.y =  pt3.y) {
origin_x = ((double)(pt2.x + pt3.x)) / 2.0;
origin_y = pow((origin_x-ptl.x),2) - pow((origin_x-pt2.x),2)
+ pow(pt3.y,2)-pow(pt2.y,2); 
origin_y = origin_y / 2 / (ptl.y - pt2.y);
radius = sqrt(pow((origin_x - ptl.x),2)+pow((origin_y - ptl.y),2));
}
else if (ptl.y =  pt3.y) {
origin_x = ((double) (ptl.x + pt3.x)) / 2.0;
origin_y = pow((origin_x-pt2.x),2) - pow((origin_x-ptl.x),2)
+ pow(pt2.y,2)-pow(ptl.y,2); 
origin_y = origin_y 111 (pt2.y - ptl.y);
radius = sqrt(pow((origin_x - ptl.x),2)+pow((origin_y - ptl.y),2));
}
else {
A = pow(pt2.y, 2) + pow(pt2.x, 2) - pow(ptl.x, 2) - pow(ptl.y ,2);
B = pow(pt3.y, 2) + pow(pt3.x, 2) - pow(ptl.x, 2) - pow(ptl.y ,2);
C = (double)(pt2.y - ptl.y)/(double)(pt2.x - ptl.x);
D = (double)(pt3.y - ptl.y)/(double)(pt3.x - ptl.x);
E = 2 * (pt2.x - ptl.x);
F = 2 * (pt3.x - ptl.x);
G = 2 * (pt2.y - ptl.y),
H = 2 * (pt3.y-ptl.y); 
x = (A/G - B/H) / ( 1/C - 1/D); 
y = (A/E - B/F) /  (C - D);
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radius = sqrt(pow((x - ptl.x),2)+pow((y - ptl.y),2)); 


















} while (vertex != start); 
return TRUE;
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Check if we can draw tangent dircle for given origin and segment,
//
BOOL CPolygonDoc::tangent_circle_exist(node *vertexl,node *vertex2,
double origin_x, double origin_y)
{
BOOL exist; 
double xl, y l, x2, y2; 
x l = vertexl->x; 
yl = vertex l->y; 
x2 = vertex2->x; 
y2 = vertex2->y;
if (y2 =  yl) {
if (x2 > x l ) {





if (x2 < x l ) {





if (xl =  x2) {
AfxMessageBox("This program have found one edge is zero,






double k = (x2 - x l) / (y2 - yl); 
double cosal = sqrt(l/(l + pow(k, 2))); 
double sinal = sqrt(pow(k, 2)/(l + pow(k, 2))); 
double cosa, sina;
if ((y2 > yl) && (x2 >= xl))
{
cosa = cosal; 
sina = sinal;
}
else if ((y2 > y 1) && (x2 < xl))
{
cosa = cosal; 
sina = -sinal;
}
else if ((y2 < yl) && (x2 >= xl))
{
cosa = -cosal; 
sina = sinal;
}
else if ((y2 < yl) && (x2 < xl))
{





double new_origin_y = (origin_x - x l) * sina + (origin_y - y l ) * cosa; 
double edgejength = sqrt(pow((y2-yl),2) + pow((x2-xl),2));












II Calculate the distance between origin of circle and one particular edge
//
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double CPolygonDoc::origin_edge_distance(node *vertexl, node *vertex2,
double originx, double origin_y)
{
double x l, yl, x2, y2; 
double new_origin_x; 
xl = vertex l->x; 
yl = vertex l->y; 
x2 = vertex2->x; 
y2 = vertex2->y;
i f ( y 2 = y i ) {




double k = (x2 - xl) / (y2 - yl); 
double cosal = sqrt(l/(l + pow(k, 2))); 
double sinal = sqrt(pow(k, 2)/(l + pow(k, 2))); 
double cosa, sina;
if ((y2 > yl) && (x2 >= xl))
{
cosa = cosal; 
sina - sinal;
}
else if ((y2 > yl) && (x2 < xl))
{
cosa = cosal; 
sina = -sinal;
}
else if ((y2 < y l) && (x2 >= xl))
{
cosa = -cosal; 
sina = sinal;
>
else if ((y2 < y 1) && (x2 < xl))
{










II This function to create second kind of annular panel for given 





number_of ring = 0; 
double origin_vertex_distance; 




if (origin_vertex_distance > 0)
{
circle[number_of_ring] = origin_vertex_distance; 
number_of_ring++;
}
// circle which is tangent on one edge
if (tangent_circle_exist(vertex, vertex->next,origin_x, origin_y)) {













if (n > 1) quicksorts, n-1);
}
void
CPolygonDoc::quicksort(int left, int right)
{
int i = left; 
int j = right;
register double test = circle[(left + right) / 2]; 
double swap;
do {
while (circlefi] < test) i++; 
while (test < circle[j]) j~; 
i f ( i< = j){
swap = circle[i]; 
circlefi] = circle[j]; 




} while (i <= j);
if (left < j ) quicksort(left, j);




CPolygonDoc::cross_chord(node* tempi, node* temp2, double rl, double r2)
{
double chord; 
double xl = templ->x; 
double x2 = temp2->x; 
double yl = templ->y; 
double y2 = temp2->y; 
if((y 2 -y l) =  0){
double inside_x = origin x + sqrt( pow(rl, 2) - pow((yl-origin_y) ,2));
double ouside_x = origin_x + sqrt( pow(r2, 2) - pow((yl-origin_y) ,2));




double k = (x2 - xl) /  (y2 - yl); 
double a = 1 + pow(k,2);
double b = 2 * k * ( x l -  origin_x) - 2 * yl * pow(k,2) - 2 * origin_y; 
double c = pow(origin_y, 2) + pow((xl-origin_x),2) - 2 * yl
* (xl - origin_x) * k + k * k * yl * yl - rl * rl; 
double root = sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c);
double cyl = (root - b) / 2 / a; 
c = pow(origin_y, 2) + pow((xl-origin_x),2) - 2 * yl
* (xl - origin x) * k + k * k * yl * yl - r2 * r2; 
root = sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c); 
double cy2 = (root - b) / 2 / a; 
a = 1 + 1 / pow(k,2);
b = 2 * (yl - origin_y) / k - 2 * xl / pow(k,2) - 2 * origin_x; 
c = pow(origin_x, 2) + pow((yl-origin_y),2) - 2 * xl
* (yl - origin_y) / k + x l * xl / k /  k - rl * rl; 
root = sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c);
double cxl = (root - b) /  2 / a; 
c = pow(origin_x, 2) + pow((yl-origin_y),2) - 2 * xl
* (yl - origin_y) / k + xl * x l / k / k - r2 * r2; 
root = sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c);
double cx2 = (root - b) / 2 /  a;





// this function computing the chord, if given a edge(templ-temp2),
// calculate the parts which lie betwee two particular ring(rl, r2)
//
double CPolygonDoc::length_of_segment(node* tempi, node* temp2, double rl, double r2) 
{
double chord; 
double xl = templ->x;
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double \2  = temp2->x; 
double yl = templ->y; 
double y2 = temp2->y; 
if (((y2 - yl) =  0) || ((x2 - xl) =  0)) { 
if ((yl - y2) =  0) {
if (fabs(yl - origin_y) >= r2) 
chord = 0.0;
else if ( (fabs(yl - origin_y) >= rl) && (fabs(yl - origin_y) < r2))
{
chord = 2 * sqrt(r2 * r2 - (yl - origin_y) * (yl - origin_y));
}
else {
chord = 2 * fabs(sqrt(r2 * r2 - (yl - origin_y)
* (yl - origin_y)) - sqrt(rl * rl - (yl - origin_y)
* (yl - origin_y)));
}
}
if ((xl - x2) =  0) {
if (fabs(xl - origin_x) >= r2) 
chord = 0.0;
else if ( (fabs(xl - origin_x) >= rl) && (fabs(xl - origin_x) < r2))
{
chord = 2 * sqrt(r2 * r2 - (xl - origin x) * (xl - origin x));
}
else {
chord = 2* fabs(sqrt(r2 * r2 - (xl - originx)
* (xl - origin_x)) - sqrt(rl * rl - (xl - origin x)






double k = (x2 - x l) / (y2 - yl); 
double cosal = sqrt(l/(l + pow(k, 2))); 
double sinal = sqrt(pow(k, 2)/(l + pow(k, 2))); 
double cosa, sina; 
if ((y2 > yl) && (x2 > xl))
{
cosa = cosal; 
sina = sinal;
}
if C(y2 > yl) && (x2 < xl))
{
cosa = cosal; 
sina = -sinal;
}
if ((y2 < yl) && (x2 > xl))
{




if ((y2 < yl) && (x2 < xl))
{
cosa = -cosal; 
sina = -sinal;
}
double a = 1 + pow(k,2);
double b = 2 * k * (xl - origin x) - 2 * yl * pow(k,2) - 2 * origin_y; 
double c = pow(origin_y, 2) + pow((xl-origin_x),2) - 2
* yl * (xl - origin_x) * k + k * k * yl * yl - rl * rl; 
double root = sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c);
double cyl_l = (root - b) / 2 / a; // small circle, choose "+"
double cyl_s = (-root - b) /  2 / a; // small circle, choose
c = pow(origin_y, 2) + pow((xl-origin_x),2) - 2
* yl * (xl - origin_x) * k + k * k * yl * yl - r2 * r2; 
root = sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c);
double cy2_l = (root - b) / 2 / a; // large circle, choose "+"
double cy2_s = (-root - b) / 2 / a; // large circle, choose
a = 1 + 1 / pow(k,2);
b = 2 * (yl - origin_y) / k - 2 * x l / pow(k,2) - 2 * origin_x; 
c = pow(origin_x, 2) + pow((yl - origin_y),2) - 2 * xl
* (yl - origin_y) / k + xl * xl / k /  k - rl * rl; 
root = sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c);
double cxl_l = (root - b) / 2 / a; // small circle, choose "+"
double cxl_s = (-root - b) /  2 / a; // small circle, choose
c = pow(origin_x, 2) + pow((yl - origin_y),2) - 2 * xl
* (yl - origin_y) / k + x l * xl / k / k - r2 * r2; 
root = sqrt(b * b - 4 * a * c);
double cx2_l = (root - b) / 2 / a; // large circle, choose "+"
double cx2_s = (-root - b) / 2 / a; // large circle, choose
double vertical_distance = fabs((origin_x - xl) * cosa
- (origin_y - y l) * sina); 
double horizontal_distance = (origin_x - x l) *sina+(origin_y-yl) *cosa; 
if (verticaldistance >= r2) 
chord = 0.0;
else {
double edge_length = sqrt(pow((x2-xl),2) + pow((y2-yl),2)); 
if (horizontal_distance >= 0 && horizontal_distance <= edgejength) 
{
if (vertical_distance >= rl && vertical_distance <= r2) 
chord = sqrt(pow((cy2_l - cy2_s),2)
+ pow((cx2_l - cx2_s), 2));
else
chord = sqrt(pow((cxl_l - cx2_l),2)
+ pow((cyl_l - cy2_l),2))
+ sqrt(pow((cxl_s - cx2_s),2)




















// Computing the annular profile for polygon if given annual panel 










struct profile_struct *new_profile = new profile_struct; 
if(!new_profile) {
AfxMessageBox("out of memory"); 
return;
}
strcpy(new_profile->ring_name, "ringO 1"); 
new_profile->radius_of_ring = circle[0]; 
new_profile->sum_of_chord = 0.0;
profile_link_list(new_profile);
for (int n = 0; n < (number of ring - 3); n++) //outmost three ring is same 
{
total_segment_length_between_ring = 0.0; 
vertex = start; 
do {
tempi = vertex; 
temp2 = vertex->next; 
total_segment_length_between_ring +=
length_of_segment(templ, temp2, circle[n], circle[n+l]); 
vertex = vertex->next;
} while (vertex != start);
// save ring name, radius, profile to profile struct 
struct profile_struct *new_profile = new profile_struct; 
if(!new_profile) {
AixMessageBox("out of memory"); 
return;
}
wsprintf(text, "ring%d", n + 1); 
strcpy(name, text); 
wsprintf(text, "%d", n + 2); 
strcat(name, text);
strcpy(new_profile->ring_name, name); 
new_profile->radius_of_ring = circle[n+l] - circle[n]; 
new_profile->sum_of_chord = total_segment_length_between_ring; 
profile_link_list(newjprofile);















vertex = start; 
int vertexjname = 'a'-l; 
do {
wsprintf(vertex->name, "%c", ++vertex_name); 
vertex = vertex->next;
} while (vertex != start);
}
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIUIIIIIIIII 
II Follow procedure used to Draw Function 
//
void CPolygonDoc: :draw_function(CDC* pDC, char fimction_name[]) 
{
double accum x = 0.0; 
double accum_y = 0.0;
CFont *pO!dFont;
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int o_x = 40;
int o_y = 320;
int horifactor = 300;
int vert_factor = 250;
int hori = hori_factor + 60;
int vert = vert_factor + 50;
// draw x axis and y axis 
pDC->MoveTo(o_x, o_y); 
pDC->LineTo(o_x + hori, o_y); 
pDC->LineTo(o_x + hori - 4, o_y - 4); 
pDC->MoveTo(o_x + hori, o_y); 
pDC->LineTo(o_x + hori - 4, o_y + 4); 
pDC->MoveTo(o_x, o_y); 
pDC->LineTo(o_x, o_y - vert); 
pDC->LineTo(o_x + 4, o_y - vert + 4); 
pDC->MoveTo(o_x, o_y - vert); 
pDC->LineTo(o_x - 4, o__y - vert + 4); 
for (int i = 1; i <= 5; i++) {
pDC->MoveTo(o_x - 2, o_y - i * vert / 6 ); 




for (i = 1; i <= 5; i++) {
pDC->MoveTo(o_x + i * hori / 6, o_y - 2); 
pDC->LineTo(o_x + i * hori /  6, o_y + 2); 
sprintfitext, "% l.lf, i * 0.2); 
pDC->TextOut(o_x + i * hori / 6 - 6 ,  o_y + 4,text);
}
pDC->TextOut(o_x - 7, o_y + 3, "o"); 
pDC->SelectObject(p01dFont);
COLORREF pOldColor = pDC->GetTextColor(); 
if (finish =  TRUE) {
if (strcmp(fimction_name, "turning") =  0) {
//Title for turning function
pOldFont = (CFont*)pDC->SelectStockObject(ANSI_VAR_FONT); 
pDC->SetTextColor(RGB(255,0,0));
pDC->TextOut( 100, 20, "TURN FUNCTION, THEANGLE OF
TANGENT AS"); 
pDC->TextOut(100, 35, " FUNCTION OF THE ARCLENGTH"); 
pDC->TextOut(o_x - 30, o_y - vert_factor - 8, "360"); 
pDC->TextOut(o_x + hori - 6, o_y + 4, "s"); 
pDC->SelectObject(p01dFont); 
pDC->SetTextColor(p01dColor);
if (turning =  NULL) {
calculate_tuming_function();
}
if (normalize_tuming =  NULL) {
normalize_turning_function();
>
if (normalize_tumingl != NULL) {
CPen pen;
pen. CreatePen(PS_DOT, 1 ,RGB(255,0,0));
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CPen *p01dPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
tuming_struct* temp = normalizetumingl; 
int movex = o_x; 
int move_y = o_y; 
pDC->MoveTo(move_x, move_y); 
do {






move_x += (int)(temp->length * hori_factor); 
temp = temp->next;
} while (temp != normalize_tumingl); 
pDC->Select0bject(p01dPen);
}
tuming_struct* temp = normalize tuming; 
int move_x = o_x; 
int move_y = o_y; 
pDC->MoveTo(move_x, move_y); 
do {
pDC->LineTo(move_x, move_y - (int)(temp->angle
* vert_factor)); 
pDC->LineTo(move_x + (int)(temp->length * hori_factor), 
move_y - (int)(temp->angle * vert_factor)); 
move_x += (int)(temp->length * hori_factor); 
temp = temp->next;
} while (temp != normalize_tuming);
}
if (strcmp(function_name, "signature") =  0) {
CFont *p01dFont = (CFont*)pDC-
>SelectStockObject(ANSI_VAR_FONT);
pDC->SetTextColor(RGB(255,0,0));
pDC->TextOut(100, 20, "SIGNATURE FUNCTION, THE SUM OF
ARCLENGTH");
pDC->TextOut(100, 35, "AS FUNCTION OF THE ARCLENGTH"); 
pDC->TextOut(o_x - 12, o_y - vert_factor - 30, "1"); 
pDC->TextOut(o_x + hori - 6, o_y + 4, "s"); 
pDC->SelectObject(p01dFont); 
pDC->SetTextColor(p01dColor); 
if (signature —  NULL) {
calculate_signature_function();
}
if (normalize_signature =  NULL) {
normalize_signature_function();
}
if (normalize_signaturel != NULL) {
CPen pen;
pen. CreatePen(PS_DOT, 1 ,RGB(255,0,0));
CPen *p01dPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
signature_struct* temp = normalize_signature 1; 
int move_x = o_x; 











move_x += (int)(temp->edge_length * hori factor); 
temp = temp->next;
} while (temp != normalize_signaturel); 
pDC->Select0bject(p01dPen);
}
signature_struct* temp = normalize_signature; 
int move_x = o_x; 










move_x += (int)(temp->edge_length * hori factor); 
temp = temp->next;
} while (temp != normalize_signature);
}
if (strcmp(function_name, "profile") =  0) {
CFont * pOldFont = (Cfont*)
pDC->SelectStockObject(ANSI_VAR_FONT);
pDC->SetTextColor(RGB(255,0,0));
pDC->TextOut(100, 20, "PROFILE FUNCTION, THE SUM OF 
CHORD BETWEEN"); 
pDC->TextOut( 100, 35," PANEL RING AS FUNCTION OF
RADIUS OF RING"); 
pDC->TextOut(o_x - 12, o_y - vert_factor - 30, "s"); 
pDC->TextOut(o_x + hori - 6, o_y + 4, "r"); 
pDC->SelectObject(p01dFont); 
pDC->SetTextColor(p01dColor);
if (profile =  NULL) {
calculate_profile_function();
}
if (normalize_profile =  NULL) {
normalize_profile_function();
}
if (normalize_profilel != NULL) {
CPen pen;
pen.CreatePen(PS_DOT,l,RGB(255,0,0));
CPen *p01dPen = pDC->SelectObject(&pen); 
profile_struct* temp = normalize_profilel;
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int move_x = o_x; 










move_x += (int)(temp->radius_of_ring * hori factor); 
temp = temp->next;
} while (temp != normalize_profilel); 
pDC->Select0bject(p01dPen);
}
profile_struct* temp = normalize_profile; 
int move_x = o_x; 
int move_y = o_y; 
pDC->MoveTo(move_x, move__y); 
do {






move_x += (int)(temp->radius_of_ring * hori factor); 
temp = temp->next;





AfxMessageBox("You have not create polygon,





II Draw annular panel 
//
void CPolygonDoc: :draw_annular_panel(CDC *pDC)
{
CPen pen;
pen.CreatePen(PS_SOLID, 1, RGB(0,0,255)); 






for (int i = number_of_ring - 1; i >= 0; i--)
pDC->Ellipse((int)(origin_x - circle[i]), (int)(origin_y - circle[i]), 
(int)(origin_x + circle[i]), (int)(origin_y + circle[i])); 
pDC->Select0bject(p01dPen);
// mark origin point in red color
pDC->SetPixel((int)(origin_x-l), (int)(origin_y+l), RGB(255,0,0)); 
pDC->SetPixel((int)(origin_x-l), (int)(origin_y-l), RGB(255,0,0)); 
pDC->SetPixel((int)(origin_x+l), (int)(origin_y+l), RGB(255,0,0)); 
pDC->SetPixel((int)(origin_x+l), (int)(origin_y-l), RGB(255,0,0)); 
node* vertex = start;
CPoint point; 
if (vertex != NULL) { 
do {
point, x = vertex->x; 
pointy = vertex->y; 
pDC->MoveTo(point);
vertex = vertex->next; 
point, x = vertex->x; 
point.y = vertex->y; 
pDC->LineTo(vertex->x, vertex->y);




II Clear annular panel 
//




for (int i = number_of_ring -1; i >= 0; i—)
pDC->Ellipse((int)(origin_x - circle[i]), (int)(origin_y - circle[i]), 
(int)(origin_x + circle[i]), (int)(origin_y + circle[i]));
node* vertex = start;
CPoint point; 
















if (profile != NULL) {
profile_struct* old; 
for (int i = 0; i < profile_count; i++) { 








// mainfrm.h ; interface of the CMainFrame class
//
^include "bmpcli.h"
// the maximum number of polygon which used to compare 





struct display_node *next; 
struct display_node *prior;
};












BOOL tumingl, tuming2, signature 1, signature2, profile 1, profile2; 
int number_of_polygon_to_compare; 
display_node* display_polygon[MAX_POLYGON];
CBitmapClient m_wndNewClient; // put logo on background 




void SwitchToView(CDocTemplate* pTemplate, CRuntimeClass *pViewClass);




void calculate_ratio(display_node* polygon, double& ratio,
double& center_x, double& center_y); 
void scale_polygon(display_node* polygon, int x_o£fset,
int y_ofiFset, int standard_boundry_width);
int number_of_polygon();
void swap(double v[], int i, int j);
void swap2(polygon_similarity_result v[], int left, int right);
void strip_quicksort(double v[], int left, int right);
void sort_display_polygon_by_similarity(polygon_similarity_result v[],
int left, int right); 
double check_tuming_height(double striplinel, double strip_line2,
struct tuming struct* polygon); 
double check_signature_height(double strip_linel, double strip_line2,
struct signaturestruct* polygon); 
double check_profile_height(double strip_linel, double strip_line2,
struct profile struct* polygon); 
void set_turning_flagl() { tuming flagl = Iturning flagl; } 
void set_signature_flaglO { signature_flagl = !signature_flagl; } 
void set_profile_flaglO { profile_flagl = !profile_flagl; }
BOOL get_tuming_flagl() { return tuming_flagl; }
BOOL get_signature_flagl() { return signature_flagl; }
BOOL get_profile_flagl() { return profile_flagl; ) 
void set_tuming_flag2() { tuming_flag2 = !turning_flag2; } 
void set_signature_flag2() { signature_flag2 = !signature_flag2; } 
void set_profile_flag2() { profile_flag2 = !profile_flag2; }
BOOL get_tuming_flag20 { return tuming_flag2; }
BOOL get_signature_flag20 { return signature_flag2; }









protected; // control bar embedded members 
CStatusBar m wndStatusBar;
CToolBar mwndToolBar;
// Generated message map functions 
protected:
//{{ AFX_MSG(CMainFrame)







afx_msg void OnCompareSignaturemethodO; 
afxjnsg void OnCompareTumingmethod(); 
afxmsg void OnCompareProfilemethodAnnularpanel2(); 
aixmsg void OnCompareSignaturemethodRotationindependent(); 
afx_msg void OnCompareTumingmethodRotationindependentO; 
//}}AFX_MSG 




II mainfrm.cpp : implementation of the CMainFrame class 
//


































//} } AFX_MSG_MAP 
// Global help commands
ON_COMMAND(ID_HELP_INDEX, CMDIFrameWnd: :OnHelpIndex) 
ON_COMMAND(ED_HELP_USING, CMDIFrameWnd: :OnHelpUsing) 
ON_COMMAND(ID_HELP, CMDIFrameWnd: :OnHelp) 








// Add member initialization code here 
initialize_displayjpolygon(); 
tuming_flagl = TRUE; 
signature_flagl = TRUE; 
profile_flagl = TRUE; 
tuming_flag2 = TRUE; 
signature_flag2 = TRUE; 
profile_flag2 = TRUE; 
turning 1 = FALSE; 
tuming2 = FALSE; 
signature I = FALSE; 
signature2 = FALSE; 
profile2 = FALSE; 
profile 1 = FALSE; 
tuming_title_flag = FALSE; 
profile_title_flag = FALSE; 





for (int i = 0; i < MAXPOLYGON; i++) { 
if (display_polygon[i] != NULL) 
delete display_polygon[i];
}
if (similarity_by_tuming != NULL)
delete similarity_by_tuming; 
if (similarity_by_profile != NULL) 
delete similarity_by_profile; 
if (similarity_by_signature != NULL) 
delete similarity_by_signature; 
similarity_by_tuming = NULL;
similarity_by_profile = NULL; 
similarity_by_signature = NULL;
}
int CMainFrame: :OnCreate(LPCREATESTRUCT lpCreateStruct)
{
if (CMDIFrameWnd: :OnCreate(lpCreateStruct) =  -1) 
return -1;
// logo function
if (! m_wndNewClient. Subclass Window(m_hWndMDIClient)) 
{





! m_wndToolBar. SetButtons(buttons, 
sizeof(buttons)/sizeof(UINT)))
{
TRACE("Failed to create toolbarVn"); 
return -1; // fail to create
}
if (!m_wndStatusBar.Create(this) ||
! m_wndStatusBar. SetIndicators(indicators, 
sizeof(indicators)/sizeof(UINT)))
{
TRACE("Failed to create status bar\n"); 





II CMainFrame message handlers

















void CMainFrame: :SwitchToView(CDocTemplate* pTemplate, CRuntimeClass *pViewClass) 
{
CMDIChildWnd* pMDIActive = MDIGetActive();
CDocument* pDoc = pMDIActive->GetActiveDocument();
CView* pView;
POSITION pos = pDoc->GetFirstViewPosition(); 
while(pos != NULL)
{







// View hasn't been created yet 
CTitleChildWnd* pNewFrame = (CTitleChildWnd*) 
pTemplate->CreateNewFrame(pDoc, NULL);
if(pNewFrame =  NULL) 
return;
// hide status bar for turning, signature, profile view
if ( (lstrcmp( pViewClass->m_lpszClassName, "CProfileView" ) =  0 ) ||
(lstrcmp( pViewClass->m_lpszClassName, "CSignatureView") =  0 )  ||






for (int i = 0; i < MAX_POLYGON; i++) { 
if (display_polygon[i] != NULL) { 
display_node* old;
for (int j = 0; j < display_polygon_vertex[i]; j++) { 








CMDIChildWnd* pMDIActive = MDIGetActive();
CPolygonDoc* pDocument = (CPolygonDoc*)pMDIActive->GetActiveDocument(); 
int i = 0;






} while (pDocument != pFirstDocument); 
return i;
}
void CMainFrame::strip_quicksort(double v[], int left, int right) 
{
int i, last;
if (left >= right) 
return;
swap(v, left, (left + right) / 2);
last = left;
for (i = left + 1; i <= right; i++) 
if(v[i]<v[left])
swap(v, -H-last, i); 
swap(v, left, last); 




int left, int right)
{
int i, last; 
if (left >= right) 
return;
swap2(v, left, (left + right) / 2); 
last = left;
for (i = left + 1; i <= right; i++)
if(v[i].similarity_extent < v[left].similarity_extent) 











title = new char[ 10]; 
if(!title) {
AfxMessageBox("Out of memory"); 
return;
}
similarity_extent = v[i].similarity_extent; 
polygon = v[i].polygon; 
title = v[i]. title;
v[i].similarity_extent = v[j].similarity_extent; 
v[i].polygon = v[j].polygon; 
v[i].title = v[j].title;
v[j].similarity_extent = similarity_extent; 
v[j].polygon = polygon; 
v[j]. title = title;
}
double
CMainFrame::check_profile_height(double stripjinel, double strip_line2,
struct profile_struct* polygon)
{
double last = 0.0;
struct profile_struct* temp = polygon; 
double accum_radius = temp->radius_of_ring; 
do {






acciun_radius += temp->radius ofjring;
}
} while (temp != polygon);
//just for salty, we add these two lines at here




CMainFrame::calculate_ratio(display_node* polygon, double& ratio,
double& center_x, double& center_y)









if (temp->x < minx)
min_x = temp->x; 
if (temp->x > maxx)
maxx  = temp->x; 
if (temp->y < min_y)
min_y = temp->y; 
if (temp->y > max_y)
max_y = temp->y;
) while (temp != polygon); 
xdif f  = max x - min_x; 
y_di£f = max_y - min_y; 
center_x = x_diff / 2; 
center_y = y_diff / 2;
boundry width = (x diff > y_difi)? x_diff: y_di£f; 
ratio = standard_boundry_width / boundiy_width;
void CMainFrame: :scale_polygon(display_node* polygon,




calculate_ratio(polygon, ratio, center_x, center_y); 
displaynode* temp = polygon; 
do {
temp->x = temp->x * ratio + xoffset - ratio * center_x; 
temp->y = temp->y * ratio + y_ofifset - ratio * center_y; 
temp = temp->next;
} while (temp != polygon);





struct profile_struct *master_polygon, *compared_polygon; 
double accumdistance; 
double array_of_strip[ 100]; 
int number_of_strip;
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double master_polygon_height, compared_polygon_height; 









CMDIChildWnd* pMDIActive = MDIGetActive();
CPolygonDoc* pDocument = (CPolygonDoc*)pMDIActive->GetActiveDocument(); 
if (display_polygon[0] != NULL) 
delete_display_polygon();




if ((pDocument->start =  NULL) || (pDocument->finish =  FALSE)) { 
AfxMessageBox("Fang warning: One of documents you open is empty,
Please close this blank document!")
return;
}
temp = pDocument->start; 
do {
vertex = new display_node; 
if(!vertex) {




vertex->x = temp->x; 
vertex->y = temp->y; 
if (display_polygon[i] =  NULL) {
display_polygon[i] = vertex; 
display_polygon[i]->next = display_polygon[i]; 




vertex->prior = display_polygon[i] ->prior; 
vertex->next = display_polygon[i]; 
display_polygon[i]->prior->next = vertex; 




} while (temp != pDocument->start); 
similarity_by_profile[i].polygon = display_polygon[i]; 
const CString& sDocTitle = pDocument->GetTitle();
CString title = sDocTitle; 
similarity_by_profile[i]. title = new char[10]; 
if(!similarity_by_profile(i].title) {
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array_of_strip[number_of_strip + 1] = array_of_strip[number_of_strip]
+ templ->radius_of_ring;
tempi = templ->next; 
number_of_strip++;




while (temp2 != comparedjxjlygon) {
array_of_strip[number_of_strip + 1] = array_of_strip[number_of_strip]
+temp2->radius_of_ring;
temp2 = temp2->next; 
number_of_strip-H-;
}
strip_quicksort(array_of_strip, 0, number_of_strip -1); 
accum_distance = 0.0;















} while (pDocument != pFirstDocument);
sort_display_polygon_by_similarity(similarity_by_profile, 0,
number_of_polygon_to_compare-1);
int standard_boundry_width = 40;
int xoffset = 80;
int y_offset = 50;
for (i = 0; i < number_of_polygon_to_compare; i++) {
scale_polygon(similarity_by_profile[i].polygon, x_offset, y_ofifset,




CMDIChildWnd* pNewFrame = (CMDIChildWnd*) 
theApp.m_pProfileCompTemplate->CreateNewFrame(NULL, NULL); 






















double master_polygon_height, compared_polygon_height; 









CMDIChildWnd* pMDIActive = MDIGetActivef);
CPolygonDoc* pDocument = (CPolygonDoc*)pMDIActive->GetActiveDocument(); 
if (display_polygon[0] != NULL) 
delete_display_polygon();
int i = 0;
pFirstDocument = pDocument;
master_polygon = pFirstDocument->normalize_signature; 
do {
if ((pDocument->start =  NULL) || (pDocument->finish =  FALSE)) {
AfxMessageBox("Fang warning: One of documents you open is empty,
Please close this blank document!")
return;
}
temp = pDocument->start; 
do {
vertex = new display_node; 
if(! vertex) {




vertex->x = temp->x; 
vertex->y = temp->y; 
if (display_polygon[i] —  NULL) {
display_polygon[i] = vertex; 
display_polygon[i]->next = display_polygon[i]; 




vertex->prior = display_polygon[i] ->prior; 
vertex->next = display_polygon[i]; 
display_polygon[i]->prior->next = vertex; 




} while (temp != pDocument->start);
similarity_by_signature[i].polygon = display jpolygon[i]; 
const CString& sDocTitle = pDocument->GetTitle();
CString title = sDocTitle; 
similarity_by_signature[i].title = new char[10]; 
if(!similarity_by_signature[i].title) {





struct signature struct *templ, *temp2;




numberofstrip = 0; 
array_of_strip[0] = 0.0; 
do {
array_of_strip[number_of_strip + 1]
= array_of_strip[number_of_strip] + templ->edge_length;
tempi = templ->next; 
number_of_strip++;









temp2 = temp2->next; 
number_of_strip++;
} ;
strip_quicksort(array_of_strip, 0, number of strip - 1); 
accumdistance = 0.0;






accum distance += (array_of_strip[q+l] - array_of_strip[q]) 
* pow((masterjpolygon_height 
- compared_polygon_height),2);
if (compared__polygon == pDocument->normalize_signature) 
min = accmn_distance;
else {
if (accum_distance < min)




compared_polygon = comparedjx>lygon->next; 
temp2 = compared_polygon;







} while (pDocument != pFirstDocument);
sort_display_polygon_by_similarity(similarity_by_signature, 0,
number_ofjjolygon_to_compare-1);
int standard_boundiy_width = 40;
int xoffset = 80;
int y_offset = 50;





CMDIChildWnd* pNewFrame = (CMDIChildWnd*) 
theApp.m_pSignatureCompTemplate->CreateNewFrame(NULL, NULL); 














// Calculate the turning distance between all candidate polygons and 
// master polygon. For each candidate polygon, choose each edge as 
// start edge, and then rotate this candidate polygon so that this start edge 
// is parallel to start edge of master polygon, calculate distance with master 
// polygon for this orientation, choose minimum value of all orientation as 




pPercentDialog = new CPercentDialog;
pPercentDialog->Initialize ("Wait...", "Processing turning function...");
struct node* temp;
struct display_node* vertex;
struct tumingstruct *vertexl, *templ, *temp_angle;
struct tuming_struct *master_polygon, *compared_polygon;
double relative_distance;
struct tuming_struct *rotate_tuming_function = NULL;
struct tuming struct *master_rotate_turning_function = NULL;
int rotate_tuming_function_count = 0;
int master_rotate_tuming_function_count = 0;
double accum_distance;
double array_of_strip[100];
int number of strip;
double master_polygon_height, compared_polygon_height; 








CMDIChildWnd* pMDIActive = MDIGetActiveO;
CPolygonDoc* pDocument = (CPolygonDoc*)pMDIActive->GetActiveDocument(); 
if (display_polygon[0] != NULL)
delete_display_polygonO;




vertex 1 = new tum ing_struct;
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if(!vertexl) {
AfxMessageBox("Out of memory"); 
return;
}
strcpy(vertex 1 ->name, templ->name); 
vertex l->length = templ->length; 
vertex l->angle = templ->angle; 
if (master_rotate_tuming_function =  NULL) {
masterrotatetumingfunction = vertex 1;
master_rotate_tuming_fiinction->next = master_rotate_tuming_function; 




vertex l->prior = masterrotatetumingfunction ->prior; 
vertex l->next = masterrotatetumingfunction; 
master_rotate_tuming_function->prior->next = vertex 1; 




} while (tempi != pDocument->normalize_tuming); 




if ((master_rotate_tuming_function->angle) >= 1.00) 
master_rotate_tuming_function->angle =
master_rotate_tuming_function->angle - 1.00; 





} while (temp_angle != pDocument->normalize_tiuTiing); 
master_polygon = master_rotate_tuming_function; 
do {
if ((pDocument->start =  NULL) || (pDocument->finish —  FALSE)) { 
AfxMessageBox("One of documents you open is empty,




temp = pDocument->start; 
do {
vertex = new display_node; 
if(! vertex) {




vertex->x = temp->x; 
vertex->y = temp->y;
if (display__polygon[i] == NULL) {
display_polygon[i] = vertex; 
display_polygon[i]->next = display_polygon[i]; 




vertex->prior = display_polygon[i] ->prior; 
vertex->next = displayjpolygon[i]; 
display_polygon[i]->prior->next = vertex; 




} while (temp != pDocument->start); 
similarity_by_tuming[i].polygon = display_polygon[i]; 
const CString& sDocTitle = pDocument->GetTit!e();
CString title = sDocTitle; 
similarity_by_tuming[i].title = new char[10]; 
if(!similarity_by_tuming[i].title) {
AfxMessageBox("Out of memory"); 
return;
}
strcpy(similarity_by_tuming[i] .title, pDocument->GetTitle()); 
tempi = pDocument->normalize_tuming; 
do {
vertex 1 = new tuming struct; 
if(!vertexl) {




vertex l->length = templ->length; 
vertex l->angle = templ->angle; 
if (rotate_tuming_function =  NULL) {
rotate_tuming_function = vertex 1; 
rotate_tuming_function->next = rotatetumingfunction; 




vertexl->prior = rotate_tuming_function ->prior; 
vertexl->next = rotate_tuming_function; 
rotate_tuming_fimction->prior->next = vertex 1; 




} while (tempi != pDocument->normalize_tuming); 
double min = 0.0; 
double rotate_angle;
tuming_struct* reference_edge = pDocument->normalize_tuming;
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rotate_angle = reference_edge->angle; 
do {




if ((rotate_tuming_function->angle) >= 1.00) 
rotate_tuming_function->angle =
rotate_turning_function->angle -1.00; 
if ((rotate_tuming_function->angle) < 0.00) 
rotate_tuming_function->angle =
rotate_tuming_function->angle + 1.00; 
temp_angle = temp_angle->next; 
rotate_tuming_fimction = rotate_tuming_function->next;
} while (temp_angle != pDocument->normalize_tuming);







array_of_strip[number_of_strip + 1] =
array_of_strip[number_of_strip]
+ templ->length; 
tempi = templ->next; 
number_of_strip-H-;




while (temp2 != compared_polygon) {
array_of_strip[number_of_strip + 1] =
array_of_strip [numberofstrip]
+ temp2->length; 
temp2 = temp2->next; 
number_of_strip-H-;
}
strip_quicksort(array_of_strip, 0, number_of_strip -1); 
accum_distance = 0.0;






array_of_strip[q+l], compared jolygon); 
relative_distance = fabs(master_polygon_height
- compared_polygon_height); 
relative_distance = (relative_distance > 0.5)
? (1.0-re!ative_distance):relative_distance; 
accum_distance += (array_of_strip[q+l] - array_of_strip[qJ)
* pow(relative_distance,2);
}
if (reference_edge =  pDocument->nonnalize_tuming) 
min = accum_distance;
else {
if ( accum hstance < min i




rotate_tuming_function = rotate_turning_function->next; 
reference_edge = reference_edge->next; 
rotate_angle = reference_edge->angle;






pDocument = (CPolygonDoc*)pMDIActive->GetActiveDocument(); 
if (rotate_turning_fimction != NULL) { 
tuming_struct* old;
for (int i = 0; i < rotate_tuming_function_count; i++) { 






} while (pDocument != pFirstDocument);
sort_display_polygon_by_similarity(similarity_by_tuming, 0,
number_of_polygon_to_compare-1);
int standard_boundry_width = 40;
int xoffset = 80;
int yoffset = 50;
for (i = 0; i < number_of_polygon_to_compare; i++) {




if (masterjrotate_tuming_function != NULL) { 
tuming_struct* old;
for (int i = 0; i < master rotate tuming function count; i++) { 

























class CPolygonView : public CView 
{














void BeginDragging(CDC& dc, CPoint p);
void DragMouse(CDC& dc, CPoint p);
void EndDragging(CDC& dc);
void BeginMoveVertex(CDC& dc, CPoint p);
void MoveVertexDragMouse(CDC& dc, CPoint p);
void EndMoveVertex(CDC& dc);
void BeginMoveEdge(CDC& dc, CPoint p);
void MoveEdgeDragMouse(CDC& dc, CPoint p);
void EndMoveEdge(CDC& dc);
void list();
void delete_vertex(stract node* vertex); 
node* find_vertex(CPoint p);
BOOL polygon_exist_after_delete_vertex(struct node* vertex);
// for undo menu













BOOL GetSelectVertex() { return select_vertex; } 
void SetSelectVertex() { select_vertex = TRUE; } 
void SetStartPt(CPoint p) { startPt = p; } 






struct node *VertexToMove; // vertex choosed to moverd to new position 
int VertexNameNo;
BOOL select_vertex; // True when a vertex is choosed to move to new position 
BOOL select_edge; // True when a edge is choosed to add one more vertex 
BOOL dragging; // True when clicking and dragging 











virtual BOOL OnPreparePrinting(CPrintInfo* plnfo); 
virtual void OnBeginPrinting(CDC* pDC, CPrintlnfo* plnfo); 
virtual void OnEndPrinting(CDC* pDC, CPrintlnfo* plnfo);
// Generated message map functions 
protected:
//{{AFX_MSG(CPolygonView)
afxmsg void OnLButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point); 
afx_msg void OnMouseMove(UINT nFlags, CPoint point); 
afx_msg void OnUpdateFileSave(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx msg void OnPolygonPolygonl(); 
afx_msg void OnRButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point);
afx_msg void OnPolygonTrianglepolygonl();
afxm sg void OnPolygonTrianglepolygon2();
afx msg void OnPolygonRectanglepolygonl();
afx_msg void OnPolygonRectanglepolygon2();
afx msg void OnPolygonRectanglepolygon3();
afx_msg void OnLButtonUp(UINT nFlags, CPoint point);
afx msg void OnDummyShowannularpanell();
afx_msg void OnDummyShowannularpanel2();
afx msg void OnPopupShowannularpanell();
afx msg void OnPopupShowannularpanel2();
afx msg void OnPopupShowcoordinate();
afx msg void OnPopupShowvertexsymbolf);
afx msg void OnLButtonDblClk(UINT nFlags, CPoint point);
afx_msg void OnPopupProfilefunction();
afx_msg void OnPopupSignaturefunction();
afx msg void OnPopupTumintfunctionQ;
afx msg void OnPopupClear();
afx msg void OnTestProgressmeter();
afx msg void OnPolygonHexagonf);
afx_msg void OnPolygonPentagon();
afx msg void OnPolygonRectanglepolygon4();
afxjmsg void OnPopupDeletevertexmodeO;
afx_msg void OnPopupCreatepolygonmode();
afx msg void OnEditDeletevertexmode();
afx_msg void OnEditCreatepolygonmodeO;
afx msg BOOL OnSetCursor(CWnd* pWnd, UINT nHitTest, UINT message); 
afx_msg void OnPopupUndof); 















































// Standard printing commands
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT, CView: :OnFilePrint) 






cross = AfxGetApp()->LoadStandardCursor(IDC_CROSS); 
arrow = AfxGetApp0->LoadStandardCursor(roC_ARROW); 
uparrow = AfxGetAppO->LoadStandardCursor(IDC_UP ARROW); 
delete_cursor = AfxGetApp()->LoadCursor(E)C_CURSOR2); 
dragging = FALSE; 
select_edge = FALSE; 
select_vertex =* FALSE; 
delete_vertex_flag = FALSE;
VertexNameNo -  a' -1; 












void CPolygonView: :OnDraw(CDC* pDC)
{
struct node *vertex;




if (vertex != NULL) { 
do {
point.x = vertex->x; 
point.y = vertex->y; 
pDC->MoveTo(point); 
vertex = vertex->next; 
point, x = vertex->x; 
point.y = vertex->y; 
pDC->LineTo(vertex->x, vertex->y); 
















CPolygonView: :delete_vertex(struct node *vertex)
{
if (vertex) {
if(vertex =  GetDocument()->start) {
if(!(GetDocument()->start == vertex->next) ||
!(GetDocument()->start =  vertex->prior)) { 
GetDocument()->start = vertex->next; 



















node *temp, *save_node; 
if (source) {
temp = source; 
do {
save_node = new node; 
if (!save_node) {
AfxMessageBox("Out of memory!"); 
return;
}
save_node->x = temp->x; 
save_node->y = temp->y; 
strcpy(save_node->name, temp->name);
if (save_polygonl =  NULL) { // first edge
save_polygonl = save_node; 




save_node->prior = save_polygonl ->prior; // next edge 
save_node->next = save_polygonl; 








CPolygonView: :delete_save_polygon 1 () 
{
if (save_polygonl) { 
int count = 0; 
node ’"old, "temp;




} while (temp != save_polygonl);
for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) {











if (GetDocument()->start) { 
int count = 0; 
node *old, *temp; 




} while (temp != GetDocument()->start);
for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) {











struct node *vertex; 
charx[10], y[10]; 
int n = 0;
CClientDC DC(this); 
vertex = GetDocument()->start; 
do {
DC.TextOut(0, n, vertex->name); 




sprintf(x, "%d", GetDocument()->vertex_count); 
DC.TextOut(150, 0, x); 
vertex = vertex->next; 
n = n + 20;
} while(!(vertex =  GetDocument()->start));
}
// drawline object






II Check if mouse is close enough to a vertex which choosed to 






BOOL select = FALSE; 
do {
if (abs(p.x-temp->x)<=5 && abs(p.y-temp->y) <=5) { 
VertexToMove = temp; 




} while (!(temp =  GetDocument()->start»; 






II Check if mouse is close enough to a vertex which choosed to move
// to new position





if (abs(p.x-temp->x)<=5 && abs(p.y-temp->y) <=5) 
return temp; 
temp = temp->next;




CPolygonView: :polygon_exist_afler_delete_vertex(struct node* vertex)
{
int x_p, y_p, x_n, y_n;
int xl, x2, yl, y2, signl, sign2, sign3, sign4;
node* temp;
x_p = vertex->prior->x; 
y_p = vertex->prior->y; 
x_n = vertex->next->x; 
y_n = vertex->next->y;
if (GetDocument()->vertex_count =  3) 
return FALSE; 
else if (GetDocument()->vertex_count =  4) 
return TRUE;
else {
temp = vertex->next->next; 
while (temp != vertex->prior->prior) { 
xl = temp->x; 
yl = temp->y; 
x2 = temp->next->x; 
y2 = temp->next->y;
signl = (y2 - y l) * (x_p - x l) - (y_p - yl) * (x2 - xl); 
sign2 = (y2 - y l) * (x_n - x l) - (y_n - yl) * (x2 - xl); 
sign3 = (y_n - y_p) * (xl - x_p) - (yl - y_p) * (x_n - x_p); 
sign4 = (y_n - y_p) * (x2 - x_p) - (y2 - y_p) * (x_n - x_p); 
if ( (((signl <= 0) && (sign2 >= 0)) || ((signl >= 0) 
&& (sign2 <= 0))) && (((sign3 <= 0) 
&& (sign4 >= 0)) || ((sign3 >= 0) 










BOOL edgechoose = FALSE; 
struct node *LVertex; 
struct node *RVertex; 
struct node *temp; 
int max, min; 
double a, b, distance;
temp = GetDocument()->start; 
do {
LVertex = temp;
RVertex = temp->next; 
if (LVertex->x =  RVertex->x) {




a = (double)(LVertex->y - RVertex->y)
/ (double)(LVertex->x - RVertex->x); 
b = ((double)LVertex->x * (double)RVertex->y
- (double)RVertex->x * (double)LVertex->y) 
/ (double)(LVertex->x-RVertex->x); 
distance = fabs(p.y - p.x * a - b); // abs for float value
}
if (LVertex->x >= RVertex->x){ 




max = RVertex->x; 
min = LVertex->x;
}
if (distance < 3 && p.x >= min && p.x <= max) { 
edgechoose = TRUE;




} while (!(temp =  GetDocument()->start)); 
return edgechoose;
}





vertex = new node; 
if(! vertex) {
AfxMessageBox("Out of memory"); 
return;
}
wsprintf(vertex->name, "%c'\ ++VertexNameNo); 




if (GetPolygonFinish() =  FALSE) {
::SetCursor(cross); 
dc. SetROP2(R2_NOTXORPEN);
II when push Mouse left button, creat edger 
q.x = GetDocument()->start->prior->x;













q.x = VertexToMove->x; 
q.y = VertexToMove->y;
SetStartPt(q);









// when push Mouse left button, creat right edger 











SetEndPt(p); // Set new end point





// Continue moving a vertex to new position 
void
CPolygonView: :MoveVertexDragMouse(CDC& dc, CPoint p) 
{
CPoint q;
drawjine(dc); // Erase next edge
q.x = VertexToMove->prior->x; 
q.y = VertexToMove->prior->y;
SetStartPt(q);
drawjine(dc); 11 Erase prior edge
SetEndPt(p); // Set new end point
q.x = VertexToMove->prior->x; 
q.y = VertexToMove->prior->y;
SetStartPt(q);
draw_line(dc); // Draw new prior edge
q.x = VertexToMove->next->x; 
q.y = VertexToMove->next->y;
SetStartPt(q);
drawjine(dc); // Draw new prior edge
}
// Continue moving a edge to new position 
void
CPolygonView: :MoveEdgeDragMouse(CDC& dc, CPoint p)
{
CPoint q;
draw_line(dc); // Erase next edge
q.x = VertexToMove->x; 
q.y = VertexToMove->y;
SetStartPt(q);
drawline(dc); // Erase prior edge
SetEndPt(p); // Set new end point
q.x = VertexToMove->x; 
q.y = VertexToMove->y;
SetStartPt(q);
draw_line(dc); // Draw new prior edge
q.x = VertexToMove->next->x; 
q.y = VertexToMove->next->y;
SetStartPt(q);
draw_line(dc); // Draw new prior edge
}






dc.SetROP2(R2_COPYPEN); / / Change drawing mode 
if ((LastEndPt.x < GetDocument()->start->x + 5)
&& (LastEndPt.x > GetDocument()->start->x - 5) 
&& (LastEndPt.y < GetDocument()->start->y + 5) 
&& (LastEndPt.y > GetDocument()->start->y - 5» { 




drawjine(dc); // Fix in image
::SetCursor(arrow);
}





draw_line(dc); // Erase next edge
q.x = VertexToMove->prior->x; 




q.x = VertexToMove->next->x; 





VertexToMove->x = LastEndPt.x; 
VertexToMove->y = LastEndPt.y;
}
// Erase prior edge 
// Draw next edge in image
// Draw prior edge in image 
// Reset Mode
void CPolygonView: :OnLButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point) 
{
struct node* vertex;
if ((delete_vertex_flag =  TRUE) && ((vertex = find_vertex(point)) != NULL))
{











if (! dragging) {
if (GetPolygonFinish() =  FALSE) {





else if ( (VertexSelect(point) —  TRUE) && (select_vertex =  FALSE)) { 
select_vertex = TRUE; 






else if ( (EdgeSelect(point) == TRUE) && (select edge =  FALSE)) { 
select_edge = TRUE; 












































cdc = 0; // So cdc isn't deleted again in destructor
dragging = FALSE;
if ((point.x =  GetDocument()->start->prior->x)
&& (pointy =  GetDocument()->start->prior->y))
»
else if ((LastEndPt.x —  GetDocument()->start->x)
&& (LastEndPt.y == GetDocument()->start->y)) { 
AfxMessageBox("You successfully create polygon!"); 
((CTitleChildWnd*)GetParentFrame()) 
->m_wndStatusBar.SetPaneText(l,"Polygon has been created"); 
SetPolygonFinish(); 
if (!counter_clock()) {
AfxMessageBox("The program detect this polygon is 
posibily not drawed by counterclock, 








vertex = new node; 
if(! vertex) {
AfxMessageBox("out of memory"); 
return;
}
wsprintf(vertex->name, "%c", ++VertexNameNo); 
















else if (select_edge =  TRUE) { 
delete_save_polygonl ();














void CPolygonView: :OnMouseMove(UINT nFlags, CPoint point)
{
char text[12];
wsprintf(text, "X:%d Y:%d", point.x, pointy);
((CTitleChildWnd*)GetParentFrame())->m_wndStatusBar.SetPaneText(2, text);
if ((nFlags =  MK LBUTTON) && dragging) { 




else if(select_vertex =  TRUE)
MoveVertexDragMouse(*cdc, point); 









void CPolygonView: :OnRButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point)
{
CMenu *menu, * popup; 













void CPolygonView: :OnPopupShowannularpanel2() 
{











for (int i = pDoc->number_of_ring -1; i >= 0; i~)
pDC.Ellipse((int)(pDoc->origin_x - pDoc->circle[i]), 
(int)(pDoc->origin_y - pDoc->circle(i]), 
(int)(pDoc->origin_x + pDoc->circle[i]), 
(int)(pDoc->origin_y + pDoc->circle[i]));
pDC. SelectObject(pOldPen);
pDC. SetPixel((int)(pDoc->origin_x), (int)(pDoc->origin_y), RGB(255,0,0)); 
node* vertex = pDoc->start;
CPoint point; 
if (vertex != NULL) { 
do {












CPolygonDoc* pDoc = GetDocument();
ASSERT_VALID(pDoc);
CClientDC pDC(this);
COLORREF pOldColor = pDC.GetTextColorO;
CFont *p01dFont = (CFont*)pDC.SelectStockObject(ANSI_VAR_FONT);
pDC.SetTextColor(RGB(255,0,0));
node* vertex = pDoc->start;
int x, y;
char textflO];
if (vertex != NULL) { 
do {
x = vertex->x; 
y = vertex->y;
wsprintf(text, "(%d,%d)", x, y); 
pDC.TextOut(x+5, y, text); 
vertex = vertex->next;













if (GetDocument()->start != NULL) {
struct node* delete_temp = GetDocument()->start; 




} while (delete_temp != GetDocument()->start);
node* old;
for (int i = 0; i < number; i++)





GetDocument()->finish = FALSE; 
dragging = FALSE; 
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